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·Four in
a-row

. ID theft

Sonja Shedden .
helped propel
track and field
to A-Sun titl~.

' Don't blame the
Internet for the
rise of criminal .
· activicy.

-SEE SPORTS. 16

-SEE NEWS, 9
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Orange ~~unty Fire Rescue ,responds tp the scene of an automobile accident.

~ Professor's- research
·•

may prediet traffic
accidents on 1-4
MARSHALL S'PENCE
STAFF WRITER

Because of Mohamed Abdel-

Aty' s ·research, Orlando re~idents

' ti:>

could see a dramatic decrease in
the number of accidents that ~p
pen on Interstate 4 within t~e next
~
few years.
- Abdel-~ an associate professor of transportation engineering and one of the leading traffic
safety analysts in Florida, is working on a two-year project to create
·a computer modeLthaf can prevent
traffic accidents byprecllctin:g their
potential of occurring based on
real-time data.
Funded by the Florida
Department of Transportation,
Abdel-Aty. wi1i use electronic .sensors buried under I-4, called loop
detectors, to analyze a 39-mile section of the highway ,. betwe.e n
· Disney and ·Lake· Mary If his
research proves that a.cyiidents can
truly be anticipate~ and predicted,
the project could anticipate accidents on l-4 l\p to 10 to 15 minutes
before they occur.
'.'Nobody has thought of using.
this data for safety, ·until now,"
_Abdel-Aty said.

. Mathematics professor Peter Hilton helped lay the. groundwork for modern warfare.

MARSHALL SJJENCE I

A'ssoci~te engineering professor Mohamed ,
Abdel-Aty's research is able to
mathematically predict tr.affic accidents.

But this research is not' just
limited to 14. Abdel-Aty said this ·
model could be applied to any highway, ·anywhere in the U.S., as long
as loop detectors are in place.
Located ~t half-mile intervals
underneath I-4, the det~tors have
been used by the Florida Highway
PLEASE SEE

.

Project ON 3

.. Professor Peter
Hilton's decoding
methods during
World War II laid.
foundation for
-_technology in
today's war

STAFF WRITER .

· - · PetedIDton has his own war story to ten.~ifu
story is more than 60 years old and un=1Jke most .
typical w~ stories. His ba~le stories don't detail
German bombs and g'w:µire. His victories weren't
won on ttie fr01;_
1t lines. ·
His enemies were encrypted codes; his vfotOries were won by breaking them. Like most soldiers, he needed to be strong-willed to carry out
duties that invoived an exhaustive guess-andcheck process to decipher Nazi Enigma and Fish
codes during World Wi;tr IT.
PLEASE SEE
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Former general co'1lfilands attention of UCE students
Four-star
Gen.
Wesley ' ·
Clark (in
uniform)
spoke at
UCF
Thursday
about the
war in
Iraq.

_
general to · leave his military life Iraqi war.
STAFF WRITER ,:
~·r
think [Gen. ·-Tommy]
behind. Instead ·of launching military operations, today he's an.a- . Fr~ .h as done an excellent job·
Former NATO commander· lyzing other commanders' tactics . and [so have] all of hi~ subordi.Wesley Clark is best remembered - explaining to Americans the nate people," said Clark, who was,
'i or the role he played in oversee- .· things that oilly an Army·general referring to the c"urrent commandiHg the·.1999 B'o;;ma conflict. . . w0uld_know about war, as a CNN er of operations in Iraq. , "But the
· , ·Thfee years later, he is being · . inruta.cy analy~f
,.
people wb,o really deserve the
·recogniZedJor his role in the Iraqi
Last . Thursday, ~ he -Visited · appfebfation 'a re the men and
war, though he's doing_most of his · UCF with a similar. purpose in wome:p. in the front pit, in the·tank,
work in · front. of the camera mind.
. · ID. .the fighting vehicle, the men
instead of the frontiine this tirrie. '
He praised comnianders' and women at the bo~om. They're
Even retirement . couldn't combat strategies in Iraq .and
convince the 58-year-old Army talked about the aftermath of the
PLEASE SEE U.N. ON 4
BEN BAIRD
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Travels ·in Europe

·

Before you ·backpack:Know what you need. Consult
Vivek Wagle's book, "Europe on a Shoestring."
-LIFESTYLES, 21

I

I
I

i .

Seeing 20/20

.

An ifllagrng device gives a blind student a whole new
perspective.
-NEWS, 5.

Index:
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UCF FACl .
The exam schedule for the
term just ending·is available
· ~t httpJ/pegasus.cC.ucf.aju/
· ~enrsVc/examschd. html

www.UCFfatur:com
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Higher education
around the nation

News• 3 ·

Taking b~ck the night

Reporting, des.ign
earn honors
for The ·Future ·. ·. ~
~

--.

'

I

~

·This page
..received first
place for
front"page
layout in a
national
design contest
sponsored by
the Student
Society for
News _Design
atthe
University of
Missouri.
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4 ·· News

Jessica Abbey
Oluwaseun Aduloju

·Chad Boariu

Friends, fraternify
members recall
~a guardian anger
.

'

guardian ·angel up in heaven
watching over me. Our memo-"
ries will never be-forgotten, and
I will carry them wherever I am
each day."
.
During the viewing' at the
Grankow Funerai Home in
Sanford, friends honored their
NICOL JENKINS
fallen brother, who they called
STAFF WRITER
caring and acti.Ve. They said he
About 600 friends, family enjoyed working out, hanging
members and fraternity broth- out with friends, working at
ers paid their respects Tuesday Bennigan's and playing various
to John Warren Peterson, 22, a sports including baseball, voljunior and ·t>~siness major who · leyball and golf.
died Sunday, April 13, when a
Longtime friends Perek
· train struck ·him in downtown Chontas and Ryan Dichiara
talked
about
Orlando_,
-_Peterson's character.
The
viewing
\. ':John was always givs~rnce followed a
ing, understanding,
candlelight vigil held
and he always went
the previous evening,
out of his way to let
at which friends, felyou know that he
low students, faiililyloved you. He will be
and the Greek comdeeply missed by hunmumty gathered to
dreds of friends and
remember -Peterson,
his family,"
said
a brother of the
. Chontas, 22.
Sigma Phi Epsilon
Dichiara,
22,
fraternity.
,..
Seniors· Shaun Findlan and remembered Peterson's enthuRobby
Kenyon,
two
of siasm. ':John was my best friend
Peterson's best friends, spoke of and a genuine person. He never
Peterson's warmth at the can- stopped smiling or laughing,
dlelight ceremony held at the and it was almost · contagious
Sigma Phi Epsilon House. ~'This .w hen you were around him,"
is the least I can do for someone Dichiwa said. ':John touched so
who has touched and meant so many people and loved everymuch to so many people," one. I'll never stop thinking
_Findian, 24, said. "He will truly about Pim.."
be remembered by lighting up a
Peterson is survived by his
room With his smile and making ·parents, Carol and Terry; and
·
others laugh."
his sister, Jessica. He was a lifeKenyon, also 24, vowed to long resident of Lake Mary and
reme~ber Peterson every day.
a memb_e r of the Holy Cross .
'Words cannot explain the loss Lutheran Church.
of a best friend, a brother and a
Friends say Peterson would
confidant," .Kenyon saiQ.. "The often say, "This is nowhere near
only peace, in my heart and my
goodbye, but more of 'I'll see
head, is to know that I have a · you in a little bit.' "

. junior john Peterson,
22, struck April 13
by downtown train

a
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You do the math.

U.N. needed to _help stabilize
Iraq, says retirecl commander
- of organizatio;ns, but they are
the most legitimate organiza. tion." .
the ones whowin the battle.''
Clark also addressed how
Clark said the next step in
the war is to win the hearts and the situation in Iraq will affect
minds of the Iraqi people while · the Bush administration's war
st~bilizing the region.
on terror. ·
- "If you take off your helm. · t,
"My friends in the
sit down with somebody and Pentagon call ·it draining the
share a ceffee and .talk abou .swamp," Clark said. While Iraq
their problems, most of them is the least dangerous of the
·will give you a fair hearing ... I natious that comprise the
think our goodwill will eventual- administration's "axis of evil,"
.ly show through.''
the first step in draiJ!!ng the
. "what the United States · swamp has been completed by
has to do is to establish securi- gaining ·a large foothold in the
ty," he said. ."It has to -assure region, he said.
each of the minorities that their
Clark cautioned Arriericans
comrrlunities will be protected.'' · about the need to improve vetWhile Clar~ felt that the erans' benefits in the countrywar itself was conducted cor- something that might be part _of
rectly, he believes United .his campaign platform if Clark
Nations support and interven- . makes good on rumors that he
tion is now needed for a sus- will run for the 2004 presidency.
tained pres~nce in Iraq. ·
"We shoW.dn't ,have sol. The United Nations would diers on food ·-stamps, we
help to legitimize the United shouldn't have soldiers who
-States' efforts anq would have can't afford to buy a decent car
the resources - to help recon- to drive to their jobs, and it's not
struct Iraq, he said.
_ just the men and women in uniare
many form today," he said.. "I think ·
. "There
Americans who doubt the effec~ veterans need the kind of atten.:
-tiveness of.the United Nations,' tion and support that they've
and I'm one of them," he said. been promised, incfodinghealth
"They are not the most effective · care.'t · ·
FROM PAGE
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Take 10% off any of your favorite
Atlanta Bread Company foods when
you show your Student ID. Try a ·
breakfast sandwich and a latte or a
cafechillo ... come · by for breakfast,
lunch or. dinner ~rid enjoy some soup,
a salad, a sandvy(ch or even a panini~

WE CATER SMALL and LARGE' GROUPS!-:
Come visit us:
Waterford Lakes
330 North Alafaya Trail .
Orlando, FL 32828
/

Waterford

Town Center

Phone 407 .382.1506
Fax 407 .382.1507
Mon-Thurs 6:30am:..9pm ·
Fri-Sat 6:30-lOpm
Sun 7am-8pm
*Offer valid only at Waterforg Lakes location.
Offer expires 6/30/03. Not valid with any other offer.
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. to the blind
Alberto.Guzman has a new
lease on life after receiving a device that allows him ·to see
to-recover," he said. ''After recovery
- - I had surgery again and-regairied a
little bit of vision in my right eye."
After losing much ·of his
Guzman said the infection
vision, one student, with the help of completely changed his life. ''When
a high-tech pjece of equipment, you're born blind, that's what's
can. now see, and bis future seems normal to you. I saw for niost of my
much brighter now.
· life. Knowing how different it is to
changed drastically for have sight, then not, was very diffisenior Alberto Guzman,· 35, after cult."
an.infection seriously damaged the
Mundane activities became ·
' retinas of his eyes ill 1994. "The challenges for Guzman. "Eating,
infection created so much scar tis- putting toothpaste on your toothsue that iny retina collapsed," brush bristles, matching socks,
Guzman said. "I was completely that stuff I took for granted and
blind for seven months.''
was difficult to re-learn," he said.
"It has been pretty stable
Guzman refused to allow the
infection to hold him back. "I was since 1997," Guzman continued. "I
determined to prevent my loss of have been able to see with.glasses.
vision, but the medications I was Since then I have always been
prescribed were toxic for me, and interested in ways to improve my
almo~t killed · me,''.
Guzman remainingvision." ·
recalled. "So at that , point the
In early April, Guzman did
greater . focus became my life just that. On April 5, through the
collaboration of the UCF Office of
instead of my vision."
Surgery repaired some of the Disabilities, the Jupiter-Tequesta
damage, but Guzman faced many Sunrise Rotary Club, filld, Scott
challenges. "My prognosis was I Hearing, a low-vision specialist,
would die in a iew days. It was a Guzman received a $4,000 technolong process, and I was fortunate logical device that will improve his
DIANE ~AZIC
STAFF WRITER

•

Life

nFFANY

vision to 20/20.
Guzman ·recalls Philip Kallin,
the director of Student Disability
Services, e-mailing him information about the Rotary Club's
search for a student with ambition
who could use this technology
"I was nervous that I would be
given this expensive piece of equipment that would not work for me,
and someone else would be missing out who could be benefiting
from it."
Hearing said that when he
started his practice, he was moved

by all the patients who told him.
that no one could help them. He
said the field has come· a long way
in 20 years.
·He named the equipment
after Jordy Laforge, the blind cliaracter who used special eye bands
to see on· "Star Trek: The Next
Generation."
_
Hearing has helped many
young people, but never a UCF student prior to Guzman. He has
helped six Florida Atlantic
University students, one medical
student attending the 'Qniversity o(

Miami, and more than 30 high
school students.
The Jordy is a mini~ture,
wearable closed-circillt TV device.
Using an optional docking stand
(the goggles are placed in-a holder,
looking down on the reading surface~ , th~ user can. see magnified
images on a monitor or a computer screen.
Guzman said, "It has such .a
convenie~t setup."
· The goggle portion of the sysPLEASE SEE

Blind oN 6

UCF is proud of the 58 doctoral and over 550 master's students graduating th is Sprin,_g.
They now have 2.2 million more reasons to celebrate their graduation.

Congratulations to our future millionaires
•

!\

•

•

'

\

•

The latest Census Bureau study
shows that people ~ith a bachelor's
f

•

r

REPEcKI CFF

Senior Alberto Guzman uses the imaging device he received through a coll~boration of UCF Student Disability Services, the Jupiter-Tequesta
Sunrise Rotary Club, and vision specialist Scott Hearing in_April. Guzman lost his sight in 1.994 after an infection damaged his retinas.

-degree earn an average of $1 .2

"""""'

million over the course of their

f

i

working lives. However, individuals

~

who earn ~ master's degree are
expected t0 earn $2.5 million,.and
those with a doctoral education will
earn $3.4 n.:\ mion during their
\working IJves.
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Blind student to pursue
master's with new vision

High caffeine coffee! -

FROM PAGE 5

tern weighs less than 7 ounces. A
'hand.held or clipped-to-belt con. trol unit holds a rechargeable
batter,y. The Jordy has 16 switchselectable magnification · 1evels
that provide magnification up to .
25 times.
An object locator button
temporarily returns to the lowest
magnification level to help with
orientation. It has four viewing
modes:; full color, black and
white, high-contrast positive and
high-contrast negative.
- Hearing wants to make the
Jordy smaller. ''We-are working
to get its size now down from
goggles to just a pair of glasses,"
TIFFANY REPECKI I CFF
he said.
·
The imaging device, called Jordy after the blind character on ~Star Trek,' will improve .
Paul Mogan, an engineer Guzman's vision to 20/20. Without the device, Guzman was almost completely blind.
who helps users learn and adjust
to the Jordy, worked with ounces ·_ I was not used to it · was like when I could see for
Guzman. "The Jordy works ·for being on top of my glasses."
real, like when I had 20/20
peop~e who need magnification,"
He had to adjust to the mag- vision."
Mogan said. "We worked o.q nification. "One thing about magGuzman hopes that the
Alberto's issue, which is with . · nifi.cation, it takes some getting Jordy goggles will allow: him to
light."
used to, it makes you seasick pursue his master's degree in
Mogan taught Guzman how When you're magnifying, it mag- disability studies at the
to use the Jordy around his home nifies movement too. You have to University of Illinois. He wants to
and elsewhere. "The library was adjust and set up the appropri- advance research in this technol. the first trial, but I felt it was also ~ ate contrast."
ogy that will help him and others
important to work with him in
· However, Guzman noticed better their lives and futurei;;.
t4e area that he spends a lot of the differences immediately. "In
"This technology is amaztime in, his home."
the library there was a little sign ing," Guzman said. "I can see my
Guzman said the Jordy felt · more. than 50 feet away that I · tool bar on my computer; I have
_unusual at first. "It was strange would have had to have . been not seen this good in so-many
when I tried it on. Even though it - underneath to see at all,".he said. years. The Jordy makes things
weighed so little -: it was 7 . "With the Jordy, it was perfect. It so crisp and clear."

Get the edge!
THE coffee for Finals,
Midterms, Tests, reports.

To order:
www.z-coffee.com
or 1-800-828-4064
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1-888-00RMKIT
Help make
someone's
, finals a

AKnightly display

little easier
·. with a care

Oormkit.com
UNIVERSITY of CENTRAL FLORIDA's

DISPUTE
RESOLUTION
SERVICES
.

ADAM CHANG I CFF

Saturday's 5th annual Knight Images Awards recognized outStanding student work in Nicholson School of Communication.
Presented·by Quotes, the Ad/PR club at UCF, winners from 300 entries were awarded cash prizes totaling almost $5,000.

-~

First-place w0ners
Best of.Show
Ginger Donel _

Still Photography
- Andrea Mead

Radio Commercial

logofype

John.Dillon

Jaclyn Paul

Print Advertising

Feature Photo

TV fomniercial

-Ginger Donel

Dustin Stefansic

Felipe Buccianti

Ben Elisha

Mediatio~ is a private,'. voluntary, ·decision-making

. Radio News Story
-

Feature Story ·

Backgrounder

Radio-Comm Script

Television New~ Story .

Christine Dellert

Deanna Montella

Janine Velluzzi

Marguerite Jordan

Newspaper Layout

News Release

Brandbook

Ad/PR Campaigns

Adam Shiver

Brie Turek

Bree Adamson

Dominique Brent

Hard News Story

Resume

Web Site

Other

Ni~ole Tal!ey

Erika Phifer

Chris Araldi

Ginge.r Donel

FOR INFORMATION OR AN APPOINTMENT
·CALL 823-3477 OR STOP BY THE STUDENT RESOURCE CENTER ROOM 150 .
MONDAY - FRIDAY 8AM - 5PM
http://pegasus.cc.ucf.edu/-drs
process in wh_ich one or more irn,partial persons, the
mediator(s), assist people, organizations, and
. communities in conflict fo work to~ard a variety
of goals. T.h is service is avaJable to the University r
·community and is encouraged for those who have.
·b een un·s uccessful in resolving their differrences. ·

Focus 'on

Resolution~

•ucF

~
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Hackers .

banned
from·
revealing
·tricks·

News •7

restraining order. The complaint made no mention
Hoffman detailed bis findings 011 his Web site
of the Digital. Millennium Copyright Act, but a ·, and ·his postings often taunted Blackboard and
card system, called the Blackboard Transaction lawyer for Blackbbard sent the conference organ- Georgia Tech computer administrators. What
System, · to ~bout 223 colleges. In .seeking the izers a cease-and-desist letter that said the stu- Hoffip.an has learned about Buz;zCard could apply
restraining order, the company argued that it dents' presentation could violate that law.as well. to any such debit-card system sold by Blackboard.·
According to the cease-and-desist. letter,
faced "imminent risk of irreparable harm" from ~
In his postings, Hoffman acknowledges that he
the students' presentation.
·
· Hoffman and Griffith planned to tell those attend-' used a kfilfe to open a metal switchbo~ in a dor' The companis complaint said the students' · ing the conference that "not only did we hack the mitory laundry room in June 2002. He was trying,
findings, if disseminated, "could facilitate massive syst~m, but we hacked it so far we could build he says in the postings, to figure out how the debitfraud, security breaches, and other harms, threat- functional [card] readers from ·scratch."
card system worked, as well as to understand how .
Hoffman, an undergraduate who is planning to secure it was. Bob ijardy, a spokesman for
erring both the physical and financial security of ·
college students, and harming the universities, major in computer engineering, began two years . Georgia Tech, said the university. reprimanded ·
· ·
ago to probe the electronic underpinnings of Hoffmfill for breaking into the circuitry box, but he
their vendors and Blackboard its~lf."
Blackboard cited federal and Georgia anti- Georgia Tech's BuzzCard, .an identification card declined to elaborate.
hacking.Jaws, as well as· federal and Georgia that ·all of the university's. students and {acuity
trade-secret laws, to justify its request
t)le and staff members are required have.
·-COMPILED BY STAFF WRITER KRISTA Zlllll
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407-382-1617

407-658-7979

··www.collegebOok.com

·FOR SELLING MY BOOKS? ·

NOpe. No joke. SeU your books to either .CB&S or
Knighfs Corner and we'll give yOu amug that·you take
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8 •News

·Time To Expand
Your :Business?

Professor worked with first
_computer to crack enccyptions
aspects . of , war, inclucli:ilg.
weaponry, but now Hilton is the ·
The. UCF professor's battle
reluctant one - hesitant' to
then was somewha:t different
admit whether such advances in ·
than a typical World War Il solmilitary wea.poilry are valuable.
dier's battle, much like today's
"Nowthere arethese·sort of
Iraqi war is vastly <;lifferent from
clever bombs - I just regard
earlier wars. Hilton's work is relthat as a very bad.joke/' he said:
evant to both.
"War was bad enough, and now
Today's war is dominated
it is infinitely bad.'?
by
computer
technology.
"One knows that whenever
you make a great scientific
Commanders and military officers today would b~ lost without
advance, it can be used for good
computer aid.
tury.
or for ill," he said. "In modern
Hilton's war w;as relatively
"I got to know some of the society, we think much too much
computer-less - and his role, as greatest mathematicians who I in terms of how we ·can become
· a decoder, was ironically one of would have expected to be my more efficient killers and not
the exper.imental · aspects of teachers if I was good enough as enough about how we can elimiWorld War II, yet shaped the a student," he said. "I never nate poverty or eliminate malnucomputer-led conflict our nation expected to.be personal friends trition."
· ts fighting today. Hilton's crude with these people-to go to the
Because of America's techguess-and-check methods of pub, drink beer and chat with nological superiority to Iraq,
·deciphering encrypted codes them. The work that we did in Hilton calls American victory
would lay the fo~dation for the war had a marvelous equal- over Iraq certain. At the beginning of World War Il, howev~~
computerized ,military tactics
today that rely on ·computers to
victory over Germany was riot
do things like · guide smart
definite: ·
"There was never any doubt
bombs and precision missiles to
specific targets.
in my mind that if America went
At 18, ' Hilton never iJnag3
to war in Iraq, we would win. We
ined that his method of comparhave an overwhelming superioring "gibberish and gobbledyity technologically," he said. "In
gook," as he terms the German_
•
the case of World War Il, at the
Fish codes he was deciphering
outset of the war, it looked as if
during World War Il, would be
we would lose because Germany
11
relevant in 2003. But Hilton's
' -·
had already conquered most of
workwasrelevantenough-his
WesternEurope."
-guesswork removed much of the
For Hilton, the war against
speculation for military opera~re
Germanywas anecessarymeastions today.
ure. He is not as decided regardHilton· began his milit~
ing the Iraqi conflict.
career as an undergraduate 'at
b.
"I hate the whole idea of
Oxford University, where he was
war, but World War II was
recruited by the British Fbreign :
unquestionably a good war," he
Office to work at Bletchley Park
said. "I could see no alternative
- the British mi]ifury's decod0
to war to get rid of Nazi
Germany.
ing headquarters..
''I was in my-fourth term at
"[While] I am perfectly
Oxforq, and the foreign office
clear in my miri.d that Saddam
was looking for mathematicians
Hussein is, or was, horrible,
with: .a knowledge of German,"
unfortunately there are· many
•
such men, and I am not conhe said. 'Well, I wasn't a mathe-PETER HILTON
vinced that the regime in li-aq is
matician, but I was specializing
as a student of mathematics."
Mathematics professor
the worst that we are up 3.gainst
"My knowledge of ·German
in this imperfect world of ours."
wasn't very profound [either],"
Hilton questions America's
he said. "I just taught myself
reasons and intentions for
some, because obviously, at that izing effect, where I could be as invading Iraq.
time, it was interesting to under- good as these . outstanding,
'We have been very careful
stand some German."
, - research mathematicians."
to preserve the oil fields and less
Hilton .started his work at
For Hilton, the work he did careful to preserve their museBletchley ,Park in January 1942, at Bletchley Park was just as urns and hospitals," he said. ''It
deciphering the German Enigma thrilling as working beside great is about fune that the human
codes. By the eD;d of 1942, Hilton mathematicians.
race stops usmgwar as a means
was transferred to the research
"I really feared at the end of of putting policy into effect. It is
department, where he worked . the war that I would never do appalling that we can't do beton decoding the new German anything as exciting," he said. "I ter."
Fish codes.
was having an e:Xtraordinary
Also discouraging to Hilton
,''The Nazis th ught they experience taking and compar- is the negative backlash that
were the master rac and that ing apparent gibberish and gob- greets anyone who speaks out
. against the war, including
the stupid British WO d never bledy-gook::
be able to decipher t\ eir new .
Aiding the mathematicians today's youth.
code," he said. "Of course, they· .in their work was the -first com"I tbink that this cmTent
were wrong."
puter, the Colossus, invented war makes things very difficult
The decoding involved a and developed by Alan Turing for young people because they
combination . of machine meth-. and Tommy Flowers.
are being asked to show patriot"Tlie Colossus was ' very ism," he said-. . "Now it is of
ods that quickly ran through
possible solutions to reduce the complex by the standards ef the course correct to be patriotic ·at
. possible answers to a manage- time, but there was a lot of doubt a time of war, but .if patriotism
able numb.er. Mathematicians ~s to whether this machine, means a total suspension of any
such as Hilton then made intelli- would function reliably,;' he said. right to use one's critical faculgent guesses about .phrases Of "Some _more ca,utious people ties, then young people are being
sentences.in the messages.
said we needed two machines asked to do what they shouldn't
·''At a certain time of the day, "\\'.Qrking in parallel to break be asked to do - namely, to
the ·U-Boat commanders might messages because' one of them accept authority rather than
require some weather · predic- might well be wrong. But in fact, ,- form theirnwn judgments:"
tions, so we would know that a · they turned out to be v,_ery reliHilton believes technologimessage received by a U-Boat at able.
.
cal advances should have creat'Weneverreallyknewwhat · ed a way to end wars, not
that time would probably con. tain this weather forecast," he use was made of the deco.ded Up.prove them.
·
said. "So we would have.the idea messages, bu:t we did know that . 'War should hav:e been
that, the message, at it's begin- there were .certain military offi- eliminated l<;mg ago," he said.·
ning, would have a . certain cers who were very reluct~t to "It's not prope_r for a modern,
· sequence·of characters."
·put their faith in these crypts," highly technological- society to ..
The
guess-and-check he said. devote so much -Of its effort to
method used by cryptanalysts
-Today, the computer has . being efficient at conducting
required the ability to think - evolved to dominate many · war."·
·
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mathematically, rather than a
comprehensive . knowledge of
math, Hilton said.
'We weren't actually using
deep mathematical ideas that
we'd learned," he said. "We were
just using the capacity to think
mathematically, and that was
something that I could do."
The experience allowed
Hiltori to work with men that he
considered some of .the great
mathematicians of the 20th cen-
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Whether it's time for more equipment or additional
working capital; talk with one otour friendly commercial
loan sp~cialists today!
• Most decisions made within one week
• Most loan closings within two w~eks
• Fast, friendly service .
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· SuMMer bq· 1fie Sea
Harbor Branch, located in Fort Pierce, Florida, is internationally known for its ship and ~ubmersible operations and
research in marine science, biomedical marine research, aquaculture, and oc~an engineering. ·Harbor Branch borders
lndian River Lagoon, the estuary with the highest diversity in the United States. The lagoon's proximity facilitates
. activities such as seining, sieving, snorkeling, and boat trips, that provide students exposure to a variety of local and
coastal habitats, including seagrass meadows, 'mangrove forests, salt marshes, inteFtidal mudflats, sandy shores, beach
comm1~nities , and nearshore reefs.

Courses - Summe~ 2003
Our .courses are designed for advanced undergraduate and gtaduate
students. Florida Atlantic University accredits these courses.
Students wishing undergraduate credit should register for courses at
the 4000 level; graduate students should register for courses at the
6000 level

.Don't blame Internet
for rise in ID theft

Summer A (May 12 - June 23)
BSC 4930/6936 Biological Oceanography (3 credit lecture) -The
' distribution, production, and abundance of marine organisms ·
(plankton, benthos, and nektori) in relationship to their
environment.

before. Nine out of 10 people
surveyed said they're concerned about how secure their
Identity theft is soaring, personal information: is when or
thanks to high-tech tools, light if they buy online.
.
. penalties and widespread pubYet studies show that in
licity.
,,
· cases where victims knew how
Crooks are stealing honest tb.eir identity was stolen, the No.
· people's pers_onal information 1 cause was having their purse
· and racking up credit-Card bills or wallet swiped. Experts say in
· in the:ii' names, opening dozens the rest of the cases, the majorof new accounts and ruining in ity of crooks get their informa- .
days ster],ing credit ratings· that · tion through a job or an insider
took years to build.
connection. Buying or selling
If·you're one of the many items online fa.Us far down the
people who suspect the rise of list.
onliJie banking and shopping is
If you're watching every
to blame, think again. Law number
you
type
at
enforcement experts say the Amazon.com but not keeping an
vast majority of identity theft~ eye on your belongings, those
still involve low-tech crime, forms you fill out at the doctor's
such as stealing mail or office ·or what you throw in the
Dumpster - diving for ·sehsitive - tr3ish, you could be leaving
documents thrown out ·in the yorirs~lf open to becoming the
·
trash:
next victim.
·
That ·doesn't mean you
Consider these recent
shouldn't take precautions - cases:
A worker for a computer
when using the Web for personal transactions. But the risk of company that served . Credit
someone intercepting your sen- reporting bureaus sold people's
sitiye information over the personal information for $60 a
Internet is much less than many record, resulting in the theft of
more than 12,000 people's idenfolks think.
- People cite fear of identity tities. Virtually every adult
-theft and credit-card fraud as American has a record with the
OJJ.e of the major reaso.Q.s they three major credit-reporting
won't shop online. The recently agencies. The ring operated for
released UCLA Internet Report, at least two years before being
.• a survey of 2,000 adults, showed busted in November.
that fewer adl)lts shopped on
PLEASE SEE Identity ON 12
the Internet last year than
HEATHER NEWMAN
. KNIGHT RIDDER

CHM·4933/CHMC6830 Marine Dtug Discovery (3 credit lecttire
and I credit lab) - An in-depth look into the process of marine
natural products drug discovery, including the interplay of marine
biology; cell biology, microbiology, genomics, natural products
chemistry, and regulatory policy. Field trips and labs complement
lectu[es.

From health. pro~otion and

~isease -

. prevention, to envfronmental health and

I

II -

I .~ PURCHASE OF ANY

11 'BREAKFAST, LUNCH
11 .or DINN~R BUFFET
1,1
11 ·With coupon. Not valid with any
11 other offer.
Expires 4/30/03.
.
·
· -

I TWO ADULT BUFFETS

.I
I
I

With drink purchase. Fri., .Sat
or Sun. dinner ~u.fte~ only. With
coupon. ~ot vahd with any other
offer. Expires 4/30/03.
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And while our program_is convenient,
our coursework is substantial, so you
in the core areas of public health-

toughest problems. If you're intereSted

equipped to -start leading change in

in becoming part of the solution,,

the field.

B~rry

University's professional

while you earn your master's degree.

:s3 ·oFF ::10 OFF:

BSC 4930/6936 Marine Mammal Biology & Medicine (3 credit
lecture) - Overview of marine mammal biology and medicine,
including behavior, husbandry, care, diseases, and conservation of
marine mammals.

h~alth addresses ·some of today's

so you can get started on your career

·------~--··---------·
3

_

graduate with a thorough grounding

program me~ts every other weekend,

Breakfast Buffet Tues. - Sun. • Lunch and Dinner 7 Days a Week

Summer B (June 26 - August 8)

BSC 4930/6936 Global Change and the Marine Enviroru:nent (3 .
credit lecture) - Overview of natural and anthropogenic global
changes and their impacts on marine organisms and marine
·
ecosystems. ·

adequate access to health care, public

Master of Public Health. Our 20-month

(between Wal-Mart & Albertson's, next
to Big Lot's, across from Days Inn)

BSC 4930/6936 Experimental Techniques for Marine Fish' (3 credit
lecture and 1 credit lab) - Overview of rcperimental techniques for
miµine fish in captivity, including tH .ir chemical and physical
requirements, reproduction, developm nt, nutrition, health, and
·
energetics:

Leaditlg change in public health

consider

11680 E. Colonial Dr. • Orlando

BSC 4930/6936 Eutrophication in the Marine Environment (3 credit
lecture) - An overview of how nutrients regulate the producti~ty and
structure of marine ecosystems, with em12hasis
on -~thrpoge ··c effects. •

BARRY
U .N IVER SIT Y

SCHOOL OF GRADUATE MEDICAL
SCIENCES/SCHOOL OF NATURAL AND
HEALTH SCIENCES
11300 NE Second Avenue
Miami Shores, FL ·33161-6695
~weiner@mail.barry.edu

www.barry.edu

where _ybu belong_
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Ra~e-neutral policy

threatens diversity in
law, medicine fields -_·
ical school, where he is an assistant clinical professor of medicine.
"Getting iri.to . medical
If race-conscious admissions are eliminated at the school, I definitely benefited
nation's professional schools, from affirmative action," he said.
the United States will likely wit- ''But once I got there, I· really
ness' a dramatic decline in the excelled."
number of black and Hispanic
Oppop.ents of . race-con.doctors and ~awyers, according scious college admissions con· .to forecasts prepared by associ- tend that they violate the constiations representing medical and tutional rights of whites and
law schools.
Asian. applicants. Racial diversiAccording
to
the ty, they say, may be a worthy
Association of American Medical goal, but should be achieved.
· Colleges, if its member schools through raqe-neutral means.
"By discriminating on the ·
relied strictly on academic meas- ·
ures for admissions, the propor- basis of race at the point of comtions of black, Hispanic and petition, innocent individuals are
Native American medical stu- injured in their constitutional
dents would fall from.the current rights," Kirk Kolbo, an attorney
11 percent to no more than 3 per- representing the plaintiffs chal-:cent. Tb.e situation is similar for .lenging Michigan's- law school
the nation's law schools, particu- and undergraduate admissions
larly highly selective ones, the policies, told the Supreme Court
Law School Admission Council during oral arguments April 1.
Terence Pell, president of
said.
As the Supreme Court the Center for Individual Rights,
deliberates in two ·cases that the public interest law firm that
challenge race-conscious admis- filed the cases against Michigan,
sions at the University of said selective law schools and
Michigan, attention has been medical schools could achieve
,.,._ - focused on the potential impact significant racial diversity sim-on undergraduate education ply by adjusting their admisnationwide. But experts say the sions requirements.
consequences.could be worse for
"Their projections assume
minority students who aspire to that if you eliminate racial prefprofessional schools, where erences, you don't make any _
competition for seats is keener · other changes in your admisand alternatives are fewer.·
sions policies," he said. "There is
"The best estilnate that we no reason they have to look at
have is that without race-con- just grades and test scores."
sciot.is ac4nission8, the number
The Bush administration ·
of African Americans in an and others· have also suggested
entering class of 350 would fall that colleges turn to race-neutral
below 10," said Jeffrey Lehman, strategies to achieve diversity
dean of Michigap.'s law school. In without triggering the resentthe past decade, Michigan has ments and legal challenges that
enrolled 21 to 37 black first-year often accompany ra.00-conscious
law students per class. "If there admissions plans.
were·a way to enroll more under,..
"It will take time, creativity
represented -minorities without and constant attention by guvconsidering race, we'd do it," he ernment and university officials
said. "It is not that we like being to pursue effective race-neutral
policies,'' said Secretary of
race-conscious."
Michigan's law school, Education Roderick Paige.
which is considered.highly selec- "However, as Americans we owe
tiVe, admits students who aver- it to our heritage and to our chilage 165 on the . Law School dren to meet those challenges
Admissions Test and a grade- head on, rather than looking for
. point average of 3.5. Last fall, short culs that divide us by ·race
4,46f law school applicants and betray the nation's fundanationwide ·achieved or exceed- mental principles."
In states where racial pref. ed those grades, acco1~~s to a ·
brief the Law School
· sion erences have been banned in
Council. filed at the npreme recent years - among them
Court. Of those studerlts, the California, Texas, Florida,
Georgia
and
council said, 29 :were black and Mississippi,
114 were Hispanic.
·
Washington - colleges and uniLuis Lovato would be the versities are expandin,g their
first to say that he might not recruitment efforts. They are ~haye made it to medical school . instituti:Ilg programs aimed at
without affirmative action. · improving millority student
Raised by a single mother, he achievement as early as elemen~ made stellar grades in high
tary school and embarking on
school. But juggling part-time programs that give preferences
jobs as a tutor and food service to students from disadvantaged
worker, he struggled as a college backgrounds. Florida, Texas
student. When it came time for and California have glfar_anteed·
medical school, he. said, .his admission in state schools to stugrades were "on the low side." dents ·who graduate in the top
Still, he was accepted, his appli- tier of their high school classes.
cation boosted ·by his history of
Fbr the most part, those
leading community health initia- approaches have restored signiftives, his .participation in a sum- icant leveis· of racial diversity to
mer enrichment program for all but t:tie most selective underaspiring medical students and, graduate programs. A study by
perhaps most critically, an the Century Foundation, a New
admissions regime •that consid- York-based research organizaered race and ethnicity in evalu- tion, projects that if economic
. ating applicants. .
·
affirmative action replaces raceLovato graduated with hon-·
ors in 1996 from the UCLA med- P~EASE S~E Affi1'_mative ON 11
MICHAEL FLETCHER
TIIB WASHINGTON POST

FREE car wash with
Oil Change!
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Jiffv Lube signature oil change
• Check & fill transmis• Change oil with
Pennzoil (up to 5 quarts sion I transaxel fluid
•Check & fill
~ Install new oil filter
differential fluid
• Check air filter
.- Check & fill power
• Check wiper blades
• Vacuum interior floors -steering fluid
· • Wash exterior
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• Check· & fill battery
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Affitmative action diVides

races, opponents say
rejected in the first round of
medical school applications.
conscious admissions at the Admissions officials also give
· nation's most selective 146 col- spectal scrutiny to disadvanleges, the result .would be a small t;;tged applicants of'all races.
drop in the number of black and
"If you're not going to have
Latino undergradu~tes.
affirihative action, you are going
But achieving diversity to have to have something in
through race-neutral means has place to help students who have .
. proven much iµore difficult for difficulty getting through 'the ·..·
professional schools. Part of the pipeline," said Patricia Pratt,
:difficulty is that low-income director of the Office of
· whites and Asians, .on average, Academic· Enrichment .and
Outreach at· UCLA's medical
~ .score significantly better than
middle- and upper-income school.
blacks and Hispallics on stanThe college-level programs
dardized tests, making them have · established excellent
more compelling candidates records of increasing student
wider most race-neutral admis- grade-point averages and get.sions scenarios.
ting students into medical
In 2001, for example: under- school. But officials said the prorepresented Ihinorities from grams reach many fewer stufamilies witb incomes of .$80,000 dents than the race-coll.scious
or more averaged 21.9 on the adinissions program did. ·
Medical school officials said ·
ly1edical School Admission Test;
whites and Asians from families . th~t training black and Latino
witn incomes under $30,000 doctors is crucial not only for the
averaged 25.7 and 25.5, respec..;. sake of diversity but also to help
tively.
·
ensure that there are medical
''.Accounting for economic professionals willing to practice
hardShip will not level the admis- in poor and minority commUnisions playing field for minority ties, which are typically underand non-minority medical school served by doctors. Numerous
candidates," i;he Association of surveys of minority medical
American · Medical Colleges school graduates have found
asserted in a brief to · the· that they are far more interested
in practicing in poor communiSupreme Court.
At the . University of ties than other students.
''When you're lookillg for
California, the percentage of
black and Latino students in the medical students, there is lot
medical -and law schools has more to it than graqe-point aver· dropped since race-conscious ages and test scores. Nobody has
admissions were eliminated in shown that the best -doctor is <
neqessarily the one with the best
1996.
This year, black and Latino grade-point average and MCAT
- students make up 16."5 percent of scores," $.aid Neil Parker, senior
the first-year medi,cal students associate dean at UCLA medical
at California's ' five state-run school. He added that nearly
every student admitted to
~ medical schoois ·a nd 16.2 percent
of the .first-year students at its UCLA'.s medical school goes on
public law schools. In the final to graduate.
In evaluating medical
years of race-conscious admissfons, blacks and Latinos consis- school applicants, he said, UCLA
tently accounted for more than considers a broad array of fac20 percent of the enrollment in . tors beyond academic credenthose schools. The declines tials, including applicants' pasoccurred even though . the sion for medicine and-ability to
University of California ~mploys connect with.patients.
Those are the qualities that
an array of race-neutral strategies aimed at bqosting minority Gilberto Hernandez Jr. believes
set his medical school applica· enrollment.
UQLA'.s law school adopted tion apart: His undergraduate
an economic affirmative action grades at UCLA were average,
program that admits some stu- · as were his scores on the
·dents,based on a mix of academ- Medical College .Admission Test.
ic factors and economic obsta- But Hernandez believes he was
cles they overcame. This year, 13 !idinitted · into medical schOol
percent of UCLA'.s law students because of his volunteer :work
are black or Latino. In the small . with medical outreach progroup considered socioeconomi- grams, tJ;ie upward trend in his
cally dls3flvantaged, 4:0.5 · per- grades toward the end of his col' cent of those admitted are black lege. career ·and the fact that
UCLA considered socioeconomand Hispanic. ·
At UCLA'.s medical school, ic and other factors in evaluating ·
efforts to boost diversity include applicants.
Hernandez earned five letoutreach to minority high school
students, a summer program ters of distinctio~ at UCLA medthat pr~pares · disadvantaged ical school, where he is schedcollege students to ·apply to med- . uled to graduate next month. "I
ical school and another tbat think people understood that I
gives sjlecial help to disadvan- was qualified," he said, "but I
taged students who have<been just didn't have the numbers."
FROM PAGE 10 ·

- OrlanClo's Premier Student Living .Community ·
• Individual Leases
• Fully Furnished Apartments
• Utilities included in Rent
• FREE Internet Access in Every Bedroom
• FREE Cable with HBO, ESPN and · More
• FREE Stud~nt Computer Lab
• FREE State-of-the-Art Fitness Facility
·• Roommate Matching Service ·Available
• Walking distance to UCF.
••• And Much ~More!

·J efferson Commons

*Rents and Incentives subject to change.

11841 Jefferson Commo;,s Cir.
Orlando, Fl. ~2826 .
'407.382.4114 - .

a

www.ieffersoncommons-orlando.com
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LSAT: Classes be.g in Thursday, May~' 2003
GMAT:. Classes begin Wednesday, May 7, 2003
G.RE:. Classes begin Tuesday, May 13, 2003
MCAT: -Classes begin Monday, May 12, 2003
DAT: Classes· begin Wednesday, ~une 4, 2003
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C(.JJ@Jues by Design
~
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Identity-theft yic~ spend.
years t:learingJraud Claims
FROM PAGE 9

. Two men who posed as
computer technicians broke into
the records of F1orida restaurants, stealing personal information for more thail · 12,000
people and running up more
than $7 million in fraudulent
.-charges. Those patrons had
done nothing more high-tech
than eating.
Workers for the Social
Security Administration .in
Houston . were caught selling
personal information to get illegal aliens into the country. Gtven
current world events, that could
lead to results far more sobering .
- than a tarnis.hed credit rating:
ID theft helped fund the 9/11 terrorist attacks.·
What's worse, there's very
little·people can do to completely prevent their identity from
being stolen. Victims spend up to
two years to clear their names,
convincing creditors they didn't
open or max out accounts. And
even after everything has been
settled, they aren't protected
against future thefts.
.
"Identity theft is not discovered that quickly, and it doesn't
end thaf quickly," said Barbara
Span, vice president of extern.31
. affair's at Star Systems, the
nation's largest ATM-debit network. Her company . regularly
does ID theft research.
· "There are a lot of sources·
to get an individual's personal
financial information," she said.'
''You can't be .cautious enough." .
Take Michael Barlow. His
. case had a typical cause, but an
- unusual ending.
Barlow ·is director of cur-·
riculum for Hazel Park Schools
in Detroit. A oouple years ago,
he got a call froin one of the
three agencies that compile
· credit reports.
The agent told bim it wanted to make sure everything was
OK There had been a flurry of
activity on his account: a pile of
applications for new cards, old

cards-being maxed out, aiid a . there's unusual activity on a pernew address popping up _in the· son's account, especially considrecords for the first time 'in 17. ering · they don't offer credit
years. ,
_
themselves. In fact, if you want
"I kllew nothing about this," that service on a regular basis
he said.
you typically have to buy it for as
He asked for, and got, t;h.e much as $80 a year.
phone num~er and address the
· There .are few regi,tlations .
person was using to open the that handle how papers with
fraudulent accounts. Then he personal information are 'stored .
called the nurn.ber, posing as a · or disposed of.
bureaucrat for one of the credit
Most people know someone
card companies. .
. who's been the victim of identity
"I called this number in theft, national studies show. The
Detroit, and asked to speak to Federal Trade Commission says
myself," he said. "The man said, .- there were 161,819 new cases
' Yes, this is him.'"
reported to the fe.deral governHe quizzecJ. the· man about ment in 2002, almost double the
the facts on the application, dis- previous year's total.
covering that he knew Barlow's
Eve:r;i that could underestiwork history, Social Security mate the real number of thefts.
nlimber and a pile of other per- In a November survey of 2,000
sonal det;tils.
adults by Star Systems, 5.5 per"It was absolutely chilling. cent of respondents said they
He never sl}ipped a beat.''
were viGtims. If the survey
Barlow filed a complaint reflects the experiences of most
with the state Attorney Americans, that would be
General's Office online. In days, almost 12 million victims nationofficers from that .unit, ~he wide.
Detroit Police _Depm.1ment and
And, as in the research
the U.S. Postal IIlspector's Office done by every agency that's
had set up a sting, catcb.illg the studj.ed the crime, Star found
crook red-handed.
.
that most victims' problems had
It turned out that the man, nothing to do with the Internet.
Darryl Carswell, had done this .
"There doesn't appear to be
before. He got Barlow's informa- a.J?.Y direct connec~on with the
tion from a form Barlow bad use of technology," Span said.
filled out at an optometrist's
That would be the good
office years before. When the news. The bad·news?
office closed, it simply. dropped
·~ccess
to somebody's
the records - including his per- information can be facilitated by
sonal information - into a trash . teclinolOgy," she said.
bin.
In other words, computerThat's where Carswell got ized i:~ord keeping could make
the file. He later pleaded guilty it ea.sier for workers in hospitals
to reduced charges in ·federal or financial institutions or cor. eourt.
~
porate personnel departments
"This should never have to sneak a peek at other p.eople's
happened,': Barlow said.
personal information.
~ut that's how it often does.
Doctors' offices and hospiBarlow was Internet savvy, even tals, which often have everything
usipg the Web to help catch the from dates of birth to Social
crook. Still, his online activities Security numbers to employhad nothing to do with getting ment information on a singie
his_good name stolen.
new-patient form, are required
Barlow also was lucky. by new regulations to computerThere is no re.quirement for ize all of their records by
credit agencies to call when October.
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Dozens of bands performed at the second annual Florida Music Festival April l0-12 in downtown Orlando. The event,
organized by Axis Magazine, created a forum for musicians and music industry executives to meet.
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OUR .STANCE:

Board ·whacks budget
behind our backs
.

.

..

T

he chairmen of the boards of trustees
of Florida's 11 public universities continued their trend of holding secret
meetings when they met privately with
Gov. J.eb Bush Friday.
At the private meeting, the chairmen, all
appointed by Bush,-discussed the state's
budget, which significantly cuts funding for
Florida's higher education system. Sadly, neither the public nor _the press knows exactly
what the chairmen talked about with the governor·because neither the public nor the press
could attend the meeting, possibly in violation
· of Florida's Government-in-the-Sunshin,e_Law. .
Gov. Bush anticipated criticism of the
meeting procedur~_when he spoke about the
meeting afterward. -"I'm sure we'll be critF
cized again tomorrow about it," Bush said.
And they deserve criticism.
·
By neither announcing the meeting nor
granting access to it, the.chairmen and the
governor kept the public in the dark about
budget cuts that could and most likely will
impact the quality of education for college stu·dents throughout the state.
·
. The budget cuts Will also slow growth,
which may not be so't>ad at UCF. State univer- sities will not be able to grow; especially at
. the p~ce they want, unless they have sufficient funding from the state.
The chairman of the UCF Board of
Trustees, Dick Nunis; attended the meeting.
Afterward, he.said UCF and other universities

-

would have to account for every dollar they
spend, in light of their reduced budgets.
~ The budget cuts, in:ore than $80 million~
reflect the poor state of F:lorida's economy.
Legislators seem to view public·universities
as less important to the state's well-being ·
than programs such as K-12 education and
health care. Perhaps they're right to sacrifice
university funding for the sake of more vital
prograws, but they must give funding back to
the universities when the economy rebounds.
· However, in the meantime, while the
economy crawls along, state universities will
have to find.new sources of revenue, qecause
the quality of education will suffer with
reduced funding. Unless the econo~y
improves significantly, more cuts likely will
follow in .ens.uing years. Universities should
not put the brunt of the finandal burden on
students.
As Nunis said, universities will have to
become more accountable for their· spending.
They should trim excessive ·spending on
unnecessary projects and practice more fiscal _
conservatism. They also must do more to
soliCit gifts from the community. Universities-,
and UCF ill paPticular; need all the help they
can get r1glit now; especially if they wanno
continue growing without sacrificing the qualify of education they provide.
And when the chairm~n of the boards of ,
trustees nieet in the future-, they should do so
in public-:

love thy neighbor

OUR STANCE:

Child protectiori .·
continues .to crumble.

.
A

lthough Pre~ident George W Bush
no chil'd left behind in education
-,.- a noble goal - his brother continues
to allow childr to fall through thee·
cracks in Florida.
Besides the poor quality of Florida's education system, the state's flawed child-welfare ·
system continues to let children.fall behirid, or
worse. The Department of Children and
Families lost another child last week. This time,
5-year-old Zachary Bennett died while in the
custody of his father, Lamont Bennett.
The 'elder.Bennett had a criminal record,
which iflcluded.selling cocaine, q.omestic violence and stalking; before the DC;F plaeec! .
Zachary in
care last August. Apparently; .the
clilld's ca~eworker failed to conduct a thorough
background check on the fathe_r before handing
over custody of Zachary. The caseworker conducted only a limited background check. Now
,· Zachary is dead, after his father savagely beat ·
w_ants

ms

him.

.

Zachary's death follows the killing last
month of an 8-month-old boy whom the DCF
. also placed in the custody of his father. It follows a disgusting and distw;bing trend of children·dyiµg'i.Ilthe state's c~stody. .

Surely; after all the negative publicity that
these tragic failings have generated, Gov. Bush
must have the power to do i?Omething. He
replaced the hea<;l of the DCF, Kathleen
Kearney; last year, but her replacement, Jerry
Regier, has not solved the agency's problems.
Many months after Regier took over, the same
problems plague the DCF. .
. The DCF still needs an overhaul, including
better training for caseworkers that could help
prevent situati01is like Zachary's, and better:
compensation for caseworkers to attract more
and better-qualified caseworkers. And these
changes need to happen ·as soon as possible.
While the state slashes funding for higher
education, it should use some of that money to
properly fund the DCF and fix its many problems. The_c9ntinued incompetence and failures
of the DCF embarrass the state and its re.sidents, and call i.Ilto question Florida's priorities.
Too many children have already been left
behind in Florida in terms of education, but _
children under the st::1ite's protection deserve
much, better than what the·state has provided.
The DCF needs to improve right away; before
ap.y more childrel\1 die unqer th~ state's supervi- .
sion.
·

"Havin·g children makes you n,0 more a parent than
.,having a piano ma'kes you a pian·ist." -.
...::.MICHAELLEVINE

I would just like to echo the sentiments from
the editorial "Pul:Jlic gives peaceniks bad name," published April 14. To me, the most disturbing thing this
war has brought to this campus is the willingness for
both sides to grossly oversimplify and demonize the
other.
·
This war is neither motivated solely by oil nor
solely by liberation. Our administration has aseries of
goals they wish to achieve, and it is up to us to formulate our opinions accordingly.
.
The problem arises when members of both
camps go on the attack. As your editorial mentioned:
people who question the motivation or execution nf
the war in Iraq are shot down as un-American or
unpatri9tic. .
This approach, detailed by Herman Goering as

.

a sur~· way to win support in his· infamous quote.
woulcj be laughable were it not so reprehensible.
When American lives are in danger. our collective identity as a nation should be stronger than ever. This does
not. however. mean we should all voice the same o~nion ·
. Our disagreement is what makes us stronger. It
should not stem from what party we support or from
what is popular; it should instead come from careful .
research and the formulation of an edu~ated opinion. .
Being American is nof holding the majority
opinion; being American is standing up for yourself.
and knowing ,that your neighbor will support you no
matter where y~u stand.
-OIRIS KINTNER

Dissent is crudal to a vibrant democracy
As a student of history and political science. I
have come to love and admire the people who gave
this great nation of ours a foundation. Above all else,
the founding fathers of this great experiment in government b~lieved in the notion of self-~overnment
- a government built on the strength of debate and
dive~sity in an open forum where people should be
able to voice their own interpretaMns of how government should affect their lives.
,
Realizing the necessity for open and stringent
debate} they fundamentally opposed.the concepts
behind censorship. Censorship can only lead to a significantly less amount of ideas bumping around in
the exchange of-ideas that is needed for a self-governing society,. .
.
In my mind, there exist two forms of censorship. The first. and most easily recognized. is the type
of censorship-that comes from the direct actions of a
person or institution that would limit an idea or ·
artistic work from ever being entered in the community.
For ·instance, while I am not necessarily a fan

of the Dixie Chicks or their positions. I am certainly
against punishing artists in _a public forum for the
viewpoints that they have conveyed. Alocal radio station has committed such an act, censoring.the Dixie
Chicks after the fact .by banning 'their music for·the
airwaves.
, This shoi,ys people that negative things will
happen. to an individual if he or she voices dissent.
Artists, whether they be liberal or conservative, in the
movie business or fine arts, need to be able to speak
their minds as mucli as you or I should, no matter
how much it 111ay offend or upset individuals.
, Throughout the· history of constitutional law,
one would be very pressed to find a case where the
Supreme Court of the United States allowed an institution to limit freedom of speech in the way that it
has been si nee 9-11. ·,
.'
Dissent is crucial to a vibrant democracy.
Others may disagree, but hey, that is what America is
all about.
·
·
_:JOHN PAGNOm .
.PLEASE SEE
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. CORRECTION

In .Nicol Jenkins article, "Paying tribute to the Creative queen," published April 17. the writer
incorrectly referenced the former name of UCF as the Flori~a Institute of Technology. UCF's previous
oarne was Florida Tec~nological University.
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spoils to ,the v_ictor
course. It seems like just the
by the conference comlnittee.
THE WASHINGTON-POST (KRT)
other day that Donald Rumsfeld
Nevertheless, justifiable public
outrage about Halliburton and
was lecturing ~addam Hussein
..
President Bush, who was
-other sweetheart·deals has
about the importance of obeyoh-so sneery about the idea of
~fug international law.
been muted by a widespread
"nation-building" during the
· The World Trade
feeling that "we deserve this."
·2000 campaign, is now nationOrganization rules forbid govWhich brings to mind the
building with a vengeance.
punch line of thaf old Lone
ernments te discriminate
He plans to spend someRanger and Tonto joke (''Well,
against the companies of fell ow
thing like $60 billion over the
Tonto, it looks like we're surmembers when they are looking ·
next three years rebuilding
rounded by Indians''): ''What do to spend some money. .
Iraq. The a@nda includes
you.mean, 'we,' Kemosabe?" ·
This is not one of those
everything from repairing the
. What am I to Halliburton? · high-millded international laws
oil fields to rewriting the eleWhat is Halliburton to me?
that we agreed to just because
mentary school textbooks. '
Misdirected national emotion is we're so noble and can't reany
Like the Clint9n adminisbe expected-to obey, my dear
. turning into a theme of the
tratiOn he ridiculed, he now
fellow; we being the world's only
Bush II years. We're filled with
realizes that you cannot pour
righteous anger at Osama bin
superpower and all that.
soldiers and bombs into a coun- Laden, so we go and pummel
This particular law is
try; declare it liberated and
superpower-friendly. Our counSaddam Hussein.
come home.
_ ,
try is the one with more of the .
We're filled with gratitude
But this is nation-building,
toward the soldiers who fought
big giobal companies that are
Republican-style, with huge
most likely to benefit from open
this war and with seJf-satisfaccontracts awarded in secret to
tion as the citizens who will pay markets for government busipolitically connected companess.
for it, so we give a teary hug
nies. They now say that the
We also have -a smaller govand a big wet kiss on the mouth
"emergency" oil-field contract
ernment share of GDP than any .
to a company practi~y all of
to Halliburton, formerly run by
of our major trading partners.
us have nothing to do with.
.Vice President Cheney - and,
. · It's like getting one of those That means we have more to
- gosh, who wowd have predicted cards announcing that instead
'gain from access to other
that Iraq's oil fields might heed
nations' government business
of a Christmas present, someto be repaired after a war? - is one has.made a contribution in
than they have to gain from
only worth $600 million, not the your name to some charity you
access to ours.
$7 billion originally reported. I
aren't interested in. "Dear
.
And therefore we have
suppose we should be grateful
American Tax--payer: We are , ·
more to.lose if other nations
· for that.
·
pleased to inform you that iii
retaliate by ~utti,ng off our
. In fact, in an odd twist,
access to their government congratitude for all the billions .
- we're supposed to be grateful
tracts, which they are underyou're going to -be pouring into
for all these big "crony contracts Iraq, the U.S. government has
standably threatening to do.
And, lest we forget, the
because they're going to good
made a sweetheart deal on your
· old American companies and
doctrine of free trade holds behalf with company you've
not to the filthy French or the
never heard of. P Eighty hillion
ba$ed on near-mathematical
nasty Germans or Russians
dollars - the size of just the
proof, not just piOU$ wishful
who were so terribly helpful thinking- that a nation benefirst expense report the Bush
not! - in the recent festivities. - administration has submitte~ to . fits by buying foreign goods,·not
The feeling seems to be:
just by selling its own goods to
Congress-works out to about
Hey, we paid for the destrucforeigners.
$1,000 that needs to be kicked .
As the folks footing the bill,
tion. If it weren't for us, there
in by each household in the
we should want the reconstruc- ·
wouldn't be all these roads and
United States.
tion of Iraq to be as inexpensive
Of course we're putting it
bridges that need rebuilding. So
if someone's going to make
· all on the credit card, to be paid as possible. I( a firm from
Uzbekistan can patch a pipeline
i:noney rebuilding them, it .ought fqr in the future, with interest.
for less than a firm from Texas,
_to be us.
· But it's still real money. If we
giving the work to that firm in
To be fair, the Bush admin- made a contribution that big to
Texas is just paying too much.
our local public broadcasting
istration isn't pushing this line.
.Even if the Uzbek firm is
outlet, we'd qualify for a CD
It doesn't need to, as it is
able to underbid the Texas one
recording by six, nine or even
awarding these contracts with
only because_it is getting an
no public bidding or discussion.
12 tenors.
· Members of the House of
From the Bush administra- Uzbek government subsidy, that
just means a bit of the burden
Representatives were the ones .tion, we don't even get a to~e
is being shifted from American
bag. But at least we have the
who voted to add a provision to
taxpayers to the taxpayers of
satisfaction of k:nciwing that we
the war-financing bill that
Uzbekistan.
share a $10 trillion economy
wohld have forbidden the
Thanks so much for that
awarding of reconstruction con- with some smiling companies
Halliburton contract, George.
that are d?ing well out of the
tracts to companies·from
And all the lovely deals for
nations that didn't support the
war.
Reserving government con- Bechtel and other well-connect- .
destruction that made it all pos. ed companies. You shouldn't
tracts for domestic companies
sible.
have.
The provision was removed violates international law; of
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Kirlew's reprieve
Far be it for me to question the wisdom ·of another
brother of my fraternity, but I have concerns about frivolous
impeachments brought before the SGA Senate against
Student Body .Vice President Brian Kirlew. What a colossal
waste of time for the senate that could be doing other duties
to assist the student body.
I'm conserned that reputations can be damaged, and
prestige of the senate will once more be tarnished. Who cares
that Mr. Kirlew made disparaging remarks abeut our frater~
nity, Pi Kappa Alpha? That shouldn't even be an impeachment
charge. The other charges. though, seemed more solid. If Sen.
Jeff Streep felt so strongly about the impeachment charges,
he should have followed through. Using our fraternal duties
as a reason for not showing up to a senate meeting is bogus,
and even. breaks one of our main precepts of our fraternal
phi.losophy.
. .
.
If Iwere still the senate president pro tempore, Iwould
have asked for Sen. Streep's resignation for wasting the senate's time. I'm.not defending Mr. Kirlew; he may very well be
guilty of the charges brought against him. But it is out~a
geous-to bring impeachment charges against'Kirlew and miss
a senate meeting to hear those claims because of a fraternal
duty.
-JOHN TURNER

11ntin1 111 ar1117 ..
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We specialize in used coliege textbooks

.www.webuytextboQks.com
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Football will open with Sunday ESPN game
KRISTY SHONKA
STAFF WRITER

When UCF Athletic Director Steve Orsini
received a call from the · Mid-American
Conference, about changing the date of UCF's
football season opener, he thought it was too
good to be true.
· · He and MAC Commissioner Rick 'Chryst

Fall football sched~,le online at udathletics.com
are good friends and Orsini thought his buddy
might be pulling his leg.
,
"I actually said to Rick, 'You're not teasing
me, are you?,' " Orsini said ·
Once Chryst assured him he .wasn't kid.ding, Orsini _agreed on the oondition that he

would firSt .have to double-check with UCF
President John·Hitt and Coach Mike Kruczek .
Both Hitt and Kruczek said yes and the de,al was
done.
·The reason for the changB: ESPN -wanted to.
air UCF's opener against Virginia 'Tuch Orsini
announred Thursday that the Knights would
PLEASE SEE
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COURTESY SPORTS INFORMATION

Andreas Hoeg berg, right, was one of four
Knights to finish in th.e top 20.

Freshman
Wistorf wins ,
A-Sun nien.'s
golf title
}ON KUTILEK
STAFF WRITER

The UCF men's and women's
golf teams concluded their seasons

last Friday with the Atlant~c Sun
Championships held in Daytona
Beach, with third and fourth pace finishes, respectively.
·
For the men, Stefan Wistorf
became just the third Knight in school
history to win the conference title.
The freshman set an A-Sun record for
the lowest round in history with a
thlee-daytotal of just 203.
"E?tefan played extreme~y well
and I am very happy for him," UCF
Coach Nick Clinard .said. "He had a
great freshman season and this is an
outstanding achievement for him."
Jacksonville State won the tournament for the second year in a row
. with a three-day total of 849. The
Gamecocks' score also ties them for .
.the lowest tournament score in histo- ·
. ry. Georgia State came in second
place for the second ·. straight year
with a score of 854.
·Rounding out the scor s .for the
men were Barry Roof with a 216 (tied
for 11th), Sonny Nimkhum with a 219
(14th),.Andreas Hoegbergwith a 223
(t-19th) and Matt LeConche with a
236 (51st). ,
.
__
Fbr the women, Anna Green led
all Knights in scoring with a threeround total of 231, good enough for
ninth overall. Green was one of three
UCF' golfers to·finish in the ·top 20 in
the tournament. Kim _Tudor had a ·
three-day total of 232, good enough
for 11th place, and Megan Bursey had ,
a 235, for 17th overall. Finishing out
the scores for the Knights were Sarah
Greene with a 237, and Kristin Sordel ·
with a243:
Georgia State ~on the women's
tournament with a total score of 903.
Florida Atlantic finished ·with a 921,
followed closely in third place by
Jackson\iille State with a 922.
The.A-Sun marks the end of the
season for both the men and the
women,, whoJook fol'Ward to next season tO'make it ·b ack to the NCAA tournament.

Track andfield
comes from behind
to·winAtlantic Sun
Championship
Jo&" SCROGGINS
,;_fi'AFF WRITER

ADAM RosCHE I CFF

Junior Gabriel Strangberg helped guide the
Knights to their first NCAA Regional.

-·Men's tenuis
claims first
A-Sun title
SADIE SHAM
STAFE WRITER

The championship· game, the
level of play; the opposing team _these were all familiar aspects to the ·
top-seeded UCF men's tennis team as
the Knights clinch¢ their first-ever
Atlantic
Sun
Conference
Championship on Saturday, defeat41g
third-seeded Georgia
State, 4-1 at the
Mandy Stoll Tennis
UCF
Center.
improved to 20-3 and
obtained the A-Sun's
automatic bid to the
NCAA Tournament
NCAA
· for the · first time ·in
Regionals
-school history. With
May 11
the
loss,
the
Panthers end their
season at 13-10.
UCF defeated ninth-seeded
Florida Atlantic, 4-0, Thun;day afternoon and advanced to the 2003
Atlantic
Sun
Conference
Championship semifinals. UCF had
little trouble with the Owls (9-13),
picking up the doubles point ~~win
ning three singies matches.
Catalin Bradu and Antonio
Sierra .breezed past ChriStian Paiz
and Oscar Plotnik, 8-2 at No. 1. Also
victorious for the Golden Knights was
Simon Jaeger and Augusto Sanabria
at No. 2, where the duo held off David
Demers and F.J. Schofield, 8-3.
Needing only three singles _victories for the match, UCF won at No. 2,
No. 4 and No. 5. Gabriel Strangberg
defeated Demers, 6-4, 6-2 at No. 2.
Sierra beat out David Diaz at No. 4, 75, &-1. The final UCF victor was Ener
PLEASE SEE
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bights·rise, then fall
Afler'beating FAl!'s.ace Friday, the Knights .
dropped both games ofSaturday's diJubleheader
"He -went out there and .really _in two sev~n-inning games, losing ·
establi.shed that he wanted-to win 9-0 and &:t
that _ballgame. He set the tone for
Facing Randy Beam (9~1. 2.49
What · started out as a .the rest of te.am and then .. we · ERA) Jn.·the first game of the dou·series full of promise turned scored some runs." bleheader, l fCF needeCI. to play
i.Ilto a comedy of errors, literalCore (6-2) gave up eight runs some of its crispest ball of the ly, for the UCF baseball team in the 6 1/3 innings, the most runs year..But in the top of the second
this weekend. Taking on 15th- he hai;;. given up ~ll year. inning, left fielder David Mann
ranked Florida Atlantic, the top Ste.rtzbach (2-4), returning to the misplayed a· fly ball off the bat of
team in the Atlantic Sllil, the . weekend rotation: after spending Rusty Brown into a. sin@e. Matt
Golden Knights continued a ·the last month ~d a half in the Pali came up next and. hit a triple
recent hot streak by pounding bullpen, went a career-long 8 1/3 into the right-field corner to give
-the conference's best pitcher for and gave up just two earned runs, the Blue Wave a 1-0 advantage.
an 8-3 victory Friday night to striking out eight. · ·
Leading ·off the following
begin the three-game home set.
"I think [UCF pitching coach 4min.g, Bear booted a ground ball
But rather than build on. · Greg] Cozart did' a great job of · to put Robert Orton on, which
that win and _turn an up-and- .... ~eeping those guys off-balance began a two-run rally that also
down _season around, · they and I located real well tonight," included a run scored off a
played two of their most inept _Stertzbach said. "I guess that's Wallace error at third base.
games of the season en route to key to any pitcher but .being able
That proved plenty of support
dropping· both games of · to locate is definitely what got me for Beam, who never saw a runner
Saturday's doubleheader and there tonight."
reach second base and allowe4
ADAM ROSCHE I CFF
lo~ing the key series two garries
Then came Saturday, when just one hit and one walk in seven
Nathan Kragt had UCF's only hit in the first game of Saturday's doubleheader against Florida
to oi;ie.
UGI: committed four errors and
Atlantic. The Knights lost that game 9-0.
-~'We got out-pitched, out-hit . mustered just one run and five hits
PLEASE SEE Stertzbach ON 18
and out-everythlnge~," Coach ·-~·--------------~------~----------~--~-------- "
Jay Bergman said. "But you got
to give Florida Atlap.tic credlt.
That's why they're ranked 15th
and their pitcltjng staff is much
deeper and stronger than ours.
At least it was (Saturday)." .
It ~dn't look that way at
first. Friday's series opener pitted two former high school
teammates and cm:rei1t best
friends against . one another,
with the Blue Waves' Danny
Core starting opposite Von
David.Stertzbach..
"That's the first time that
we've ever started against each
other," Stertz_bach said. ':1 said
'Hi' to ·him before the game
today' and wished him luck and
he did the same · to me. We're
best friends off the field, but .
when we step between those
lines it's tin.le. to compete. And
he knows that as well as I do."
10:00a.In.~4:00p.m.
Core, who came into the
game with a conference leading
1.59 ERA, had his worst outing
of the season against UCE He
got a 1-0 lead early when Rusty
Brown singled home Mike
Murray and held it until the
fourth. Then the suddenly hot
Knights' bats exploded.
Nathan Kragt began the
inning with a single, and after
two fly outs to ·right and"a Clay
Timpner walk, Rich Wallace put
an 0-2 pitch into right field to tie
the game. Drew Butera followed
with a double down the left-field ·
by
line to score both base runners
and Ryan Bono knocked him
home on a double that FAU cen·K.ap~an
ter fielder Jeff · Fiorentillo
&
Cente~
appeared to lose in the lights.
''When you ·got guys play*Tickets distributecl by the UCF AI·ena.
·ing behind you like they do, getting a little bit of run support,
catch a couple of breaks, and
guys make key hits in clutch sitl:lations, that just boosted my
momentum a little bit,"
Stertzbach said.
Stertzbach cruised for several innings after giving up the
run in the first. Trouble found
him in the seventh, as he permitted a couple of runs to score,
thanks in part to an error by
first baseman Ryan Bear. But~
-•.
the Knights got four back in the
bottom of the frame to .knock
out Core. Stertzbach and Kyle
au~dmany;,
Bono combined to finish off the
. ,more! :::::0
..
game and preserve the team's
third straight win.
Your On-campus Store 4000 Centr_
"You got_to give the ·credit
a l Florida Blvd. Orlando,.Fl 32-816
to Stertzbach,'" Bergman said.
CHRIS BERNHARDT
STAFF WRITER

Time-to
Celebrate[

··.Grci.duation Celebration
Monday, April 21, 2003·
at the UCF Bookstore

The UCF Bookstore invites the graduating class of 2003
· to Graduation Celebration. Make hotel' reservations., order
" class rings, join the Alumni Association, and pick,up yolir
graduation tickets.,'. This is also the first day for cap and ·
gown pick-up, which allows. you to take your -·senior picture
·Bob Khight Phot9graphy in your own regalia!. Other exciting
participants include
Test Prep, eGrad, Hard Rock Vault,
_Ben ferry's Ice Cream, Career Resource
and many more!

B o okstore

JtRTCARVED~

l.

Shedden wins
10,000 meters
FROM PAGE
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Sophomore Ann Larsen's
high jump of 5 feet, 7 inches
earned her second place in the
event. UCF owned the ·hammer
throw, with Wilcox, sophomore
Liz J ovanvski and freshman
Rian Thomas finishing ·.second,
third and fifth, respectively.
Wilcox recorded another secondplace finish in the shot-put and a
fourth in the discus, Thomas finished fourth in the sh'ot-put.
Freshman Michelle Olandese
won the discus event and finished sixth in the javelin.
Sophomore Sara Scheeran and
freshman Kylene · Colasanti
rounded out UCF's domination of
the field events with fourth- and
sixth-place finishes in the pole
vault, respectively.
Outstanding senior $hedden
returned to her pre-injury form
and won the 10,000 meters in 37
ADAM RoscHE I CFF
rrtjnutes, 6.21 seconds. Freshman . Senior Elese Wilcox finished second in
Andrea Marrow upset the the shot-put arid hammer throw and
favorite to win the 3,000 meter fourth in the discus. .
steeplechase by finishing in
10:58.72. Junior Sara Dillman fin- extrem~ly tight race - one-hunished fourth in the 5,000 meters dredth of a second separated
in 17:48.44 and sophomore Amy fourth through sixth places.
Giles ran the 1,500 meters in Colasanti finished one-tenth of a
4:42.12, also finishing in fourth. second ahead of teammate Emily
Freshman Astrid Claessens took Pugh for sixth place in·the 400third in the 800 meters with a meter hurdles.
time of 2:15.61.
·
Garcia finished third in the
Freshnian Kim Wapph took 100-meter dash in 11.96 seconds
fifth in the 100-meter hurdles and sixth in the 200-meter dash
with a time of 14.43 seconds in an in 24.69 seconds.

Stertzbach, F~x move
into weekend rotation
scored a run in the fifth on a single by Rjan Bono. But just two
innings of work. FAU added two runners reached second base, as
runs in the fourth to kllock out four Blue Wave pitchers comUCF starter 'Mark Michael (6-3) bined to confound UCF tlu:oughand four in the seventh to quash out the contest. Chris Saxton,
the first reliever out of the pen,
· any chance of a comeback.
Still, the Knights had a took the.win to improve to 3-2. '.
chan~ to yvin the series if they
UCF, very much in danger of
could pull out a victory in . the missing the conference tourna- ·
second game of the doublehead:.. ment, fell to 25-17 overall and 9-9 _
er. But more shoddy defense and in the A-Sun. FAU is ·now 34-10,
poor pitching killecJ. that notion · .18-6. The Knights · take on
Bethune-Coolqnan at home
quickly, as. UCF fell 7-t.
"We played, ... rehl flat," Tuesday night and have a road
Bergman s_aid. "No ener~ didn't weekend
series
against
make some plays early in the Gardner-Webb, and are running
ballgame, both ballgames, that ·out of time to salvage titjs seacould have been made that . son.
.
"I've done everything I can
would have gotten the pitchers
do," Bergman said. "I've cajoled
out of their jams."
Mincks · (5-3) . them and kicked them and done
Lincoln
allowed a leadoff double to Evan _everything -that you can do. I
Brannon in the first inning and thiilk it's just a matter of us playallowed him to come around and ing like (Friday), like the three
score on a single by Brown three games prior to that. If I knew the ·
batter~ later. Pali then came to
answers I'd be in Yankee
plate and bit a single iJito sh8.I- St_adium right now."
low left that Mann dove for but
couldn;t come up with, bringing Notes Brown home all the way from
Dee Brown's hitting streak
first.
. ended at 12 games when he went
Later in the inning Derek · _9-for-3 in Saturdays first game.
Hutton hit an RBI double to · .... Shortstop Jon Cooper missed
make the score 4-0, then scored the series with an ankle injUry.
when shorts~op Matt Fox com- ... Matt Fox will start and pitch
mitted two errors by bobbling four innings in Tuesdays game,
Tim Mascia's grounder then sail- then take fy.lincks' spot in the
ingthe throw over Bear's head at weekend rotation.... Stertzbach
replaced Taylor Cobb in the rotafirst.
Much like the first game, the tion., Cobb came OlJ to get the
. Knights' bats fizzled. They did final two outs of Saturday's first
' get four hits in this game and game.
FROM PAGE
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Men's tennis earns.berth to NCAAs
FROM PAGE

16

Gursoy, who breezed by Jeremy
. Petez at No. 5, 6-1, 6-0.
· In semifinal play, UCF ·defeated fourth-seeded Stetson, 4-J, on
Friday. It was their second meeting
this season after the Knights swept
the Hatters, 7-0, on Feb. 14 in ·
DeLand.
UCF won two doubles matches to start the day. At No. 1, Catalin
Bradu and Antonio Sierra blanked
Birger Soiland and Vittorio Fratta,
8-0. The other victorious UCF pair
was Simon Jaeger and Augusto
Sanabria, who topped Aleksander
Antonijevic and Jason Cordova, 8-2.
The Knights only needed three
singles wins to claim the match and
they did so, sv\reeping the No. 4
through No. 6 spots. Sierra defeated Fratta, 6-3, 6-1 at No.4. At No. 5,
Ener Gursoy got past Mario Cayo,
6-2, 6-0. Th~ final UCF winner :was
Jaege~ who outlasted Cordova, 7-6,
6-2. Only Sanabria fell to Stetson's
Birgir at the No.3 spot 6-4 1 6-4.
"Our doubles teams played
great the whole tournament," UCF
Coach Bobby Cashman said. "That
was our focus going in and I am
really proud of our effort."
The Knights took control of the
doubles matches early and went on
to win the first point of the day. At
No. 2, Simon Jaeger and Augusto
Sanabria defeated Matias Ormaza
and Albano Franco, 8-2. Gabriel .
Strangberg and Rhett Rosen, who
were playing at No. 3, made it a 1-0
UCF advantage with their 8-6 victory over Nicolas Lupica and Chris
Magnone.
·
In singles action, UCF won
three quick matches to clinch the

_

ADAM RoscHE I CFF

'

Catalin Bradu guided UCF to a perfect 8-0 record against Atlantic Sun opponents.
title. Sanabria breezed past Franco State, 4-0 in the finals.
With the victory; UCF was a
at No. 3, winning 6-2, 6-3. Ener
Gursoy added to the Knights' point perfect 8-0 against league oppototal at No. 5, topping Lupica, 7-5, 7- nents in 2003. The team was 5-0 . .
6 (5). J~ger got past Magnone, during the regular season and won
picking a up 6-3, 6-2 victory at No. 6. three matches at the tournament.
UCF won its first A-Sun title Pairings for the NCAA Regionals
m~.tch in its fifth attempt. Last sea- -will be announced April 30.
son, the Knights lost to Georgia Regional action begins on May 11. · ·

Where UCF Students Want to be ...
Fully-furnished, spacious 3·and 4 bedroom
apartment homes with individual lease prote.clion
Amenities
• FREE-ETHERNET
·• Cable, electric anowance,
water & sewer ALL included
• Computer lab
• Fitness center
• Sand volleyball court

• 2 sparkling pools ·
with tiki .bar
• Beautiful lakeside
, setting
•Full size washer/dryer
• Free roommate
matching·service
.

.

.

Located on McCulloch Rood _
i'ust outside the UCF North Gotel
For More Info .Coll:

'3 66-7474
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Knigli,ts .open season With 'greatopportunity'
FROM.. PAGE

16

now play their first game of the season on Aug. 31 instead of the 30th.
The changB means UCF will play on
a f3unday for the first time and will
have its season opener aired on
ESPN for the &mnd season in a row.
.The Knights now have two

nationally televised games on their problems for oollegete.ams, UCF is in theKnightsdon'tb.aveagamethefol- East. Vrrginia 'Tuch finished 104 and
2Q03 schedule, _with the possibility the clear. One of the potential prob- lowingweekend. which means they'll ranked 14th in the ESPN!uSA Today
that anotl]er oould be added Along lems oomes with student athletes have plenty of time to prepare for . Coaches Poll and 18th in -the
with the Vrrginia Tech game, which , having to go to class Monday after' a . their Sept. 13 home opener against AssociatedPressPoll. Thiswillbethe
third meeting between the Knights
bas a 3 p.m. kickoff in BJacksburg, late return Sunday night. The other F1orida Atlantic.
va., UCF's Nov. 19 game against can be a shortened practice week fop
''It was an unbelievably great and the Hokie8. The first meeting
came in 2000 when the Knights lost
Marshall will be ori either ESPN or the next game. But the Vrrginia 'Tuch opportµnity," Orsini said
ESPN2.
· The Knights finished la.St sea- 44-21 at the Citrus Bovvi The Hokies·
game is over Labor Day weekend.
While -Sunday games can pose which means no classes Monday, and son 7-5 overall and 6-2 in the MAC - won46-14in2001 ~Bliteksburg.

.

-

Women's tennis
season ends
SADIE SHAM
STAFF WRITER

Failing to 'Yin back-to-back Atlantic _Sun
Conference titles, the UCF women's tennis team
snapped an eight-match winning streak Friday at
the Cummings 'Thnnis Center in DeLand The thirdseeded Golden Knights fell in the conference semifinals to second-seeded Florida Atlantic,·4-1, after
beating out sixth-seeded Jacksonville, 4-1,
Thursday.
The Jacksonville Dolphins (14-9) earned the
first point of Thursday play, winning two of three
doubles matches. UCF's Mari.eke Gunawan and
· Kristina Lohmos saw the only doubles victory as
they won -8-4 at No. 3 over NISrlne Hajbane and
Amber Otto. The · rest of the team struggled as
· Tainara Kaftalovich and Kristina Puck def~ted
UCF's Julie Pecastaing and Pamela Fernandez 8-6 ·
at the No.2 spot. Ola'Luczak and Anna Westin lost
to Veronika Subertova and Martina Strussova 9-8
(4) at No. 1.
However, UCF fought back in singles play.
They picked up four victories to take the match. At
No. 2, Pecastaing defeated Hajbane, 6-2, 6-2. Anna
Westin, playing at No. 3, topped Strussova, 6-3, 6-1.
Also winning in straight sets was Lohmos at
No. 4. The junior got past Kaftolovich, 6-2, 6-0. The
final UCF victor Wa.s at ~o. 6, Where Ola Luczak
was a 6-1, 6-1 winner over Otto.
In Friday play, the Owls won two doubles
matches to secure the first point. Gunawan and
Lohmos won 8-4 at No. 3, beating out Tania Rivera
and Krystel Borg for , the Knights. However,
Pecastaing and Fernandez fell to Maria AguirreGomez and Jessica Burrow 8-6 at the No.2 spot.
Also defeated were Luczak and Westin, who were
overpowered at the No.1spot8-1 by FAU's Alena
Dvorakova and Karolina Roubickova.
On the singles side, FAU quickly won three
matches to clinch the victory. At the No.1 spot
Dvorakova defeated Gunawan 6-2, 6-0 andAgurrieGomez dropped Westin 6-1, 6-2 at the No.2 spot.
Also defeated was Fernandez as she fell to Borg at
the No.5 spot 6-3, 7-5. UCF'. did have one solo win at
No. 4, where Lohmos topped Rivera, 6-1, 6-1.
· UCF's season ended \Vi.th a 13-7 record.

UCF lightweight
8+ wins at SIRAs
The sixth-ranked women's lightweight 8+
·-: crew highlighted the list of UCF rowers at the
Southern Intercollegiate Rowing Association
Championships at Melton Lake on Saturday.
The Lightweight 8+ boat - which included
Tiffany Richmond, Lauren Gombar, Lindsay Wood, .
Heather Seward, Tiffany Beck, Laura Brad,
Kristen Kesser, Katherine Motes and coxswain
Summer Taylor - earned the. gold medal in its '
event With a time of 6:57.2.
·
Meanwhile, the Noviee 8+ crew of Aimee
Bogert, Dana Ballinger, Lindsay Chapman, Kristin .
Roach, Holly Campbell, Jacque Miller, Summer
Tuthill, Christine Richardsville and coxie Heather
Brooks earned the bronze at 7:06.9.
After coming in fourth in the semifinals, the
Varsity 8+ crew was relegated to the petite.finals,
where it came in first in the petite finals at 6:50.2.
The Freshman/Novice Lightweight 4+ received a
silver medal in their event, wbil~ the pairs crew of
Celeste Woolley and Ashley Sha:Riro earned the
bronze.
The Golden Knights return to action on May 9
at the two-day Dad Vail Regatta in Philadelphia,
Pa.
-COMPILED FROM WIRE REPORTS

·~oftball sweeps,·· gets .sWept
UCFtook two
from Troy State,
.lost two to Mercer

£ ,

KRlSTY SHONKA
STAFF WRITER

The UCF softball team had its streak
of 10 consecutive Atla:p.tic Sun
Conference wins broken Saturday by
Mercer. One day after sweeping Troy
State, the Knights were on the receiving
end of a sweep. The Bears beat UCF 5-3
and 10-9. The losses dropped the Knights
to 34-27 overall and 13-5 in the A-Sun.
Game one against the Bears began
as a pitchers duel, with neither team
scoring until the sixth inning. UCF got the
scoring started when pitcher Dottie Cupp
knocked a home run to left field that
scored Jen Whitley and Stephanie Best
for a :Hl·lead. But the Bears responded in
the bottom of the inning, scoring all five of
their runs with two outs. Nikki Bowey got
the scoring started with a solo home run
and pitcher Katie Rosentreter scored the
final run of the inning on a throwing error
by Kaycee Clark.
Rosentreter allowe~ just three UCF
hits to earn the win, while Cupp pitched 5
2/3 innings, giving up five runs (one
· earned) and striking out six.
·
In game two, the Knights rallied
back from a 9-0 deficit to tie the score in
the sixth inning, but Meghan Clark hit a
walk-off home run in the seventh to win
the game for the Bears. Mercer held the
Knights scoreless until the fifth inning
when Whitley got things started with a
-double. Taylor Sawyer singied and both
she and Whitley scored when Best hit her
16th home run of the season, malting the
.
score 9-3.
.
ADAM ROSCIIE I CFF
Whitley became just the second player in UCF history to hit a grand slam in Nikki Green is second on the team this season with a..422 on-base percentage. She leads the team in walks.
the sixth inning when capping off a sixrun inning for the Knights. Mercer held Shinhoster scored on an RBI single by
UCF scoreless in the seventh though, set- Clark in the sixth and Best scored in the
ting up Clark's game-ending shot.
seventh to give the Knights their 4.:0 lead.
Whitley finished the game 2-for-3 Cupp· scattered five hits over seven
with a grand slam, do~ble, two runs and innings and struck out three, Vvhile going
four RBis and Best was 2-for-3 \Vi.th three 2-for-4 \Vi.th RBI at the plate.
RBis and a homer. Pysha Simmons got
Simmons got the scoring started in
the loss in relief of Sa:wyer. The sopho- game two for the Knights, hitting her first
more pitched tb,ree innings and gave up horri.e run of the ·season in the second
five runs, but only one was earned.
inning. Whitley added an RBI double and
Rosentreter pitched the final two a two-run singie in the third and fourth
innings for the Bears to earn her second iimings to give the Knights a 4-0 lead. The
win of the day.
Trojans scored their first run of the day in ·
The Knights played without right the bottom of the fourth, · but Cupp
fielder ,Rachelle Schmidt in the double- - knocked a three-run home run in the fifth
header. Schmidt got hurl in the first game to give DCF a 7-1 lead.
of Friday's doubleheader against TroySawyer gave up her first earned
State. She played in the second game, but runs in A-Sun play in the fifth inning and.
didn't bat. Siinmons and Sawyer·played Cupp came into the game with no outs,
right against Mercer, while Lindy Oakley -runners on first and second, the Knights
and Jenna Wansa split time in left fieid. up 7-3 and recorded three straight outs to
Through Thursday Schmidt was second end the scoring. Sawyer earned the win,
on the team \Vi.th a .341 batting average, while Cupp got her second save of the
·.5H slugging percentage and 37 RBis. season after pitching three inningS \Vi.th
Whitley moved into the leadoff spot in no hits or runs:
Schmidt's absence.
,
The Knights lost to No. 22 South
In Friday's games against Troy Florida on Wednesday 9-0 and 5-4. The 9State Cupp got a will, a s.ave and went 3- Q loss was only the second time UCF has
for-7 from the plate \Vi.th a home run, a - been run-ruled this season. The Knights
double and four RBis. Cupp shut out the managed just three hits in that game and
Trojans 4-0 in the first game and UCF fell victim to an eight-run fourth inning.
ADAM RoscHE I CFF
won 7-3 in the second.
UCF pulled ahead of the BunS twice in the Right fielder Rachelle Schmidt got hurt in Friday's
Schmidt and Whitley scored in the second game, but both tjmes USF rallied doubleheader and sat out Saturday's games against
Mercer.
__.
third inning to give UCF a 2-0 lead. to regRin the lead.

an
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IM ·season-ends;

champs crowned
coirne.JULIE REEVES
CONTRIBUTING WRITER

The rec final was lopsided
as well, :as Lambda Chi was
mercy-ruled by Pi · Kappa Phi, ·
15-5. The game was tight early;
but the cinderella squad whose only win of th~ regular season
was by -forfeit was able to ride
their playoff momentum to ' the
· crown.

Floor hockey

Championship week would
it's official. The spring conclude indoors with three
. semester of intramural sports · floor hockey finals. ·
In the first game of the
action has come to an end, but
not without crowning m~y new . evening, the Bouf Calms, who .
double as the UCF soccer team,
champions.
took out GDI 7-1. The Bouf
Cakes, who will surely be forced
Flag football
In four-on-four flag -foot- to play comp next year; were on
ball, worlds collided when the a different level as they took
home the.title. ·
_,;
~. Ponies beat Lambda Chj,. 26-19
The next two ,games were
to win the competitive league
not for the faint of heart.
flag football title. - .
- In the women's tournaThe women's final saw one
of the legendary intramural ment, 'Puck Off was looking to
coaches finally win his first title defend their title from 2002
. as the Dreadnaughts knocked . floor hockey; and Alpha Delta Pi
was seeking their second chamoff Ruck You.
· The Recreational final did- -pionship of the night.
ADPI led 1-0 over Puck Off
n't disappoint either, as ·FCA
- took apart Phi Delta Theta, 34- after an early· goal by Lori
_Correnti. ADPI appeared on
14.
Dix with Chicks took home· their way to the title with 18.9
until
the 'first five-on-five co-ed flag seconds ~emammg,
football championship, beating Amanda King played hero and
Bums with Nice Luggage 33-15. put one top shelf to tie the
game. The game went two overtime
periods before King was
Softball
In the softball champi- · hero again,·ending the game in
_
onships, many former champi- sudden death, 2:. 1.
The
comp
final
was
anothons Jtppeared -trying to defend
er instant classic, as a packed
their Intramtll'al titles.
In the . women's tourna- gym watched DU and Lambda
. ment the Ballers, were looking Chi go to overtime, were DU
to keep their championship, but ·finally was able to put Lambda
umiefeated Alpha Delta Pi came Chi away; 5-4. Lambda Chi was
out strong, winning 18-3 in five denied their second title of the.
day, · although things looked
innings: .
AFLAC and the · Red good from the start. An early
._ Rockets have ~een huge co-ed goal put them up 1-0, before DU
rivals for the past three_years. stormed back to take a 2-1 lead.
Both teams . were undefeated DU looked as they would win in going into the championship regulation, but a late 3rd period
.game, with .AFLAC looking to goal forced OT.
avenge last year's .playoff loss .
to the Red Rockets: The Red
IM Sports Corner
Rockets-held on for their third
presented by
· straight intramural spo_rts
championship, winning 8-3:
The competitive championship garµe between,. Kappa
Sigma and the Bandits was the
RISTORANTE & PIZZERIA
longest IM softball game1of the
year, but the Bandits end,ed up
407-282-4000 •Across from UCF
sneakiilg away with _the &am_ Open llam-4ain
. (1 lam-2am Sun-Wed)
pionship after nine inn\ngs, ·
FREE DELIVERY!
26-25.
\
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OVER 200 ITEMS

11680 E. Colonial Dr. • Orlando

(between Wal-Mart & Albertson's, next
to Big Lot's, across from Days Inn)
. Breakfast Buffet Tues. -·Sun. ·• Lunch ;ind Dinner 7 Days a Week

·-----~---··---------·
:$3
OFF ::103 OFF:
I

.

__ ·

I PURCHASE OF ANY
·1 TWO ADULT BUFFETS
I Wi.th drink purc-hase. Fri. , Sat
1· ~~:p~n~- ~~~e:a~~ff~~t~~~-y~~~her
I

offer. Expires 4; 30103 .

II

11

,

I

I·

I I BREAKFAST, LUNCH I
U O! DINNER BUFFET <.' I
11 With ~~upon. N?t valid wi~h any I
.11 other offe~. Expires' 4/30/03.
I

·-~-----~-··----~~---~

·Join Us for Happy Hour
4- 7 pm & 10 pm-Close

1/2 Price
Mixed· Drinks

$ I Off Appet:izers

Beware llie
travails·of
travel abroad
Author's advice: Go,
b~t go with a plan
GENO MEHALIK
CONTRIBUTiNG WRITER

Vivek .Wagle, coordinating
author of Lonely Planet's "Eur.ope on
a Shoestring," has traveled the world.
But he wasn't repelling off mountainsides in Scandinavia or walKing past
small shops in Italy l~st Wednesday.
Wagie's second-to-last stop on
his book promotion tour was the UCF
· Student Union, where he offered
expert advice to future travelers in
the areas of planning trips, packing
and staying safe abroad.
Wagie said that anyone p~anning
to journey overseas needs to become
familiar with their destination
-through researching maps, books or
the Internet.
"Guidebooks give advice and
help you create an itinerary," he said.
Wagie also advised travelers to
bring their research materials with
them.
''You're always going to change
your plans," he said. ''You're going to
want to stay some place longer or
skip a place that doesn't look interesting. A guidebook will show you the
fastest and cheapest ways to traveL"
Reviewing safety tips ensures
that travelers will have a stress-free,
fun vacation.
Wagie said it is important to
leave copies of important ,.documents
such as passports, visas ·and other
identifieation safe at home. "In case
of an emergency, 'you want to have
that information somewhere so that
you can contact your relatives and
have it faxed quickly," he said. Ekno's
Travel
Vault
(http://www.ekno.com) allows travelers to store copies· of their identification online for easy access., he said.
When prepariµg for a trip
abroad, Wagie said to pack lightly.
Luggage bec0mes cumbersome and
takes up space. "Every.time I've gone
out, I've. packed less than the time
before,"-he said.
Wagie stressed the iin.portance
of versatile clothing. Bring matchi.Qg .
outfits that can be worn.in different
combinations. Because Europe is a
little more formal thaµ other regions; bring a pair of ll.gbt cotton pants and
· . PLEASE SEE
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Alice Morrison was one of six 'bodies' in the murder-mystery final that required Honors Elementary-Spanish I students to solve the 'crime' by asking questions in their new language.

or
KATRINA HAMMER
STAFF WRITER

Screams echoed the halls and caution
tape covered the doorways after six bodies
were found in Classroom I building last
Friday. Faculty members and student
workers lay on desks and tables in various
rooms on the second floor, bright red blood
dripping from their bodies and clothes.
While startling, this scene was neither
nasty
a gruesome act of violence nor
practical joke ~ it was a final exam.
Alice KOI'.OSY, an instructor 9f Honors
Elementacy Spanish I, has created this
murder mystery at least six times previously as a creative alternative to the tradi~
tional written test.
Divided into three small groups, the 17
students in the class had to run. through
- the building looking for clues to the "murder." ·The challenge: They were only .
allowed to speak to each other in Spanish.

a

It's better than·
reading a book and .
_having_ a q·uiz. It was more Juri than hard,
and it real.ly gets the
curiosity_flow~ng.
-MATT DOMBROWSKI
Sophomo"re

The proof is in the videotapes they made of
themselves asking questiOns along the
way; _and which will be reviewed by Korosy
to help determine their final grades.
Korosy hesitates to stage the- skit

every year because of the Violent concepts
associated with if But her students understand that it's purely for entertainment
and prefer her approach to more conven·
tional teaching methods.
Sophomore Matt Dombrowski, 20, said
Korosy's unique instruction is by far more
effective than that of other professors. "It's
better than reading a ·bbok and having a
quiz,,; he said. "It was more fun than hard,
and it really gets the curiosity flowing."
· As the students raced through the
rooms, they found more clues and more
bodies. The "victims" had been doused in
stage blood by Ko.rosy just moments
before. With the help of her niece, she also
ran from room to room, creating scenes {or her students to encounter.
·
Senior Scott Anderson, 22, acted as·
one of the dead b'odies. ''Ali Korosy made
me do it," he said, smirking, "but I didn't
PLEASE SEE
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Striving to ·become a -secret agent·nian
knew it wasn't for him. He wanted a more thrilling occupation. .
He discovered his calling
while reading "Whoev~r Fights
Monsters," by Robert Ressler. ·
The author profiled serial killers
he ' had encountered during his
years as a government agent.JESSE SCHRAGE
STAFF WRITER
Intrigued by the stories,
Vliet vowed to join the FBI.
Marshall Vliet thought about.
"Serial killers are fascinatbeing a teacher. But after taking ing and evil," he said. "When you
an Introduction to . Education think about it, human beings
course in community_college, he don't have natural predators .

Fascination with
killers steers one
student toward FIJI

except for other human beings." got sent home at 1.0a.m."
have a job in law enforcement." ·
Vliet, a 23--year-old graduate
Vliet says that government
While Vliet would like to
student, currently works for the services have changed since the work in the behavioral sciences
U.S.
Immigration
and - World.Trade Center fell. "To see unit of the FBI, which profiles
Naturalization Service in Lake what it was like before and after, serial killers and investigates
Buena Vista. He started in the it is so different," he said. "It is ·cases, he knows he will have to ,
siimmer of 2001 with a three- now very law-enforcement ori- :. - finish his education and gain ·
month inte-rnship, and then ented."
·
experience to do so. ,
returned later that year as a full. Vliet . also holds a different
Vliet . dismissed the .public's
·
perspective of police since he perception of an FBI agent. He
time int~rn.
Vliet was working for INS began his work With INS. "I've said television has created that
wh~n the Sept. 11, 2001, terrorist
always been respectful of police, image by relying on stereotypes'.
attacks took pl~c~. "It was defi- but I have more respect for offi,.
~
nitely a weird day," he said. "We cers n~w, considering [that] I
PLEASE SEE TV ON 25
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. Go. on line fo r n:iqre examples
oi; ··call us at

407-·6 77-8999
Student discounts available with UCF ID!
.. f1oarcl Certified

P' stic Surgeon
- Board Certified - -

-Anesthesiologist
- Fully ~ccredited
Operat'ing Room
Suite

-Financing.plans
available .
VISA~
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'Europe on a Shoestring' author Vivek Wagle visited UCF to promote his boo~.

Research
customs aild laws
.
of a country pefore visiting
.
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comfortable shoes, he said.
· While heavy suitcases can
make traveling difficult, a backpack is a necessity for a mobile
vacationer. "If you're going from
city to city, don't skimp on your
backpack," he said.
''A backpack should be
thre·e things: big enough,
· dur~ble and comfortable."
-Wagie also said testing a
backpack is essential. "You
need to walk a good quarter
mile with it before you know [its
quality]:"
· ·
He addeq that when pick"Many people do not know
ing a backpack, look for one that
transfers the weight to the waist that in Bulgaria if you are
and hips, not the shoulders.
caught drinking and driving
Typically,. W3.gie said, the once, you are put in jail," he
hardest part af>out financing a said: -"However, if you are
trip abroad- is deciding how caught drinking and driving
much money to carry. He sug- twice, you are executed."
gested that travelers give seriWhile the chances of getous thought to l;lOw they will . ting in trouble with the government seem slim, the threat of
carry their valuables. · ··
Wagie prefers a money belt. being hassled by the locals is ·
"A money belt keeps your money always very real . . "There are
close to you, concealed under- more ,local scams than I can
think ·of," he said.
neath your clothe:s," he said.
Wagie did not wish to scare
With the advent of linked
baµking systems, a traveler · students, but he stressed caudoes nqt need to bring cash .into · tion. "It's not like everyone is
Western Europe, Wagie said. It out to get you," he said.
·is easier to use automatic .teller
. "Whenever there is a whole
machines.
bunch of sniall·children around,
Credit cards are accepted or any large crowd for that mat·
throughout much of ·Europe as ter, stay alert."
welL "If your card has a VISA
Wagle s·a id . Ws best for
logo, you can probably use it," Americans traveling abroad to
keep a low profile: Research the
he said.
"However,
. American area, and know the local cusExpress is accepted nowhere!"
toms. "The price o~ freedom is .
Wagle al~o stressed the - responsibility," he said.
importance :of knowing legal
Yet travel offers invaluable
rights in each locale. He said oworturrlties, he said.
"Traveling abroad exposes
many Americans travel abroad
with no knowledge of other people to new experiences and
countries' laws, and it is impor.: cultures. It is both a commuri.alt.ant to rem~ respol)sible over- ly and ~ personally enriching
experience."
·
seas.

..

0
.
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1
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Price. .check: Students pay
for campus.convenience
A 3,000-square-foot . grocery reflect the contrast in business .
store near the Marketplace cafete- models between her stote and the
ria is ~der consideration to pr~ - UCF Bookstore. OfficePlus does
vide fQr those students who may _most of its ·business with academbe underserved by current food ic departments on campus; nonvenues, Leland said.
department business accounts for
fu addition to creating more - only 8 percent of the store's revvendors, Leland said UCF Dining . enue,
ALEX BABCOCK
STAPF WRITER
Services readily accepts sugges· 'We're not in competition
tions fro:in students about improv- with the bookstore," Nettles said.
Buying a banana on-cam.pus - ing their choices on-campus. 'We "Our main purpose is to·be here
to eat between classes may Sf'.8m try to. get feedback from students for the departments." ,
sensible. It's a healthy snack, and about pricing;'' he said.
She said the store sets its
priced about the same as a candy
Many students wonder, then, prices s~ more of . the departbar. Buying the same banana off- why overcharging remains a pro~ men.ts' budgets can go toward
campus, though, could . cost far lem.
·
academics, rather than office supless. ·
Junior Melanie McNeil, 19,. plies. "They have to stretch their
On aveJ,"age, buying f~ and said the prices at the campus · dollars as far as they can," s}le
school supplies on-campus costs , Subway run higher· than at · said.
20 percent more than at c;ompara- Subway restaurants off-campus.
By contrast, the UCF
ble outlets just blocks aWa.y from
A Comparison between the Bookstore does ·most of its busi.UCF, based upon a recent survey campus vendor and-a Subway on .ness through student ·sales. Its
of selected items.
Alafaya Trail showed the prices UCF location is one of nearly 500
FQr example, the banana that generally were consistent, with stores in the Barnes and Noble
sells for 73 cents at the conven- the exception of the Veggie Delite College Bookstores chain. Though
ience store in the Student Union sub; the 12-inch sandwich-cost 30 books comprise most of the stOre's
costs only 13 cents at a nearby cents more on-cam.pus.
business, it also sells office supPublix Supermarket, reflecting
Yet McNeil said the campus plies and some food products.
the disparity between the prices of Subway does not accept coupons,
The bookstore charges the
many products ·ori.- and off-cam- another disadvantage. ~ecause most of all on- and off-campus venpus. .
Subway restaurants are ind& ues for the products surveyed Fbr
Carp.pus vendors, inclucfu,lg pendently owned, each store can example, four AAA Energizer batthe chain restaurant Wendy's, . decide whether or not to accept teries at the bookstore cost $5.68,
routinely charge more for food . coupons froni customers. Campus more than a dollar above the offitems than their counterpart out- Subway Manager Ryan Bellittera campus average.
lets off-cam.pus.
said not accepting coupons may
The $1.25 price of a 20-ounce
While all sfudents are aware be a campus-wide policy.
Dasani water bottle at the bookof the price differenoos, not every- ·
· The Student Union's Wendy's store also topped the comparison
one tolerates them.
also charges more than most off- . price list. The same bottle sells for
."There is. no doubt that .they · campus restaurants.
99 cents· ~t the CB&S Bookstore
Sophomore Charles Rotan, ~ossAlafaya Trail from campus,
overcharge us," ·said sophomore
J~ssica- Guadalupe, 19, ''because
20, is annoyed by the lack of a ~ · or can be had for 85 cents with a
they know we'll pay it."
cent menu at the campu8 We;ndy's. UCF ID card at a vendingmachin~
Guadalupe is frustrated by Items from that budget menu in just outside tp.e bookstore's doors.
price inflations for products on- -particular cost 10 cents more than
"Pens and pencils are three
campus.
at the Wendy's venues off-campus. to four times more expensiVe on"One time I wanted to' buy.a
8-enior Melissa Hayes, 23, campus than they would be offcan of tuna [on-campus] and it said that her finances, and those campus,'' sophomore Justin
was like $1.09,'' she said ''You can of her peers, do not match the Bergum, 20, said. "Filler paper is
get the same exact brand for like prices charged on campus.
about -$1.29. You can get that
50 cents anywhere else.~'
'We are college students, and somewhere else for half the price."
Overcharging on-campus is obviously our budgets are tighter,"
Though students continue to
inconsistent. While campus ven- · she said "I think that the school gripe about the cost of living ondors set higher prices on products _ should look into lowering food campus and the perils of surviving
such as tuna and bananas, prices."
·
on smaller budgets, one factor
However, what students pay seems to outweigh any discdmfort
Guadalupe said those same ven- .
dors offer better deals on items in overcharges at campus restau- the prices may cause. _
rants, they make up for in lower
Said Holtan: "When it comes
such as tw~liter bottles of soda.
'Even those who Jive on-cam- campus vending-machine prices. down to it, you are paying for the
- -pus do- not alWays .choose to pay Vended beverages on-cam.pus cost convenience."
the vendors' prices.
less than .;lll other outlet~ surOn-campus resident Dave .veyed, at 90 cents for a 20-ounce
- STAFFWRITFRS ISYIC B4BCOCK &TERESA
Williamson, · 21, a juriior,. has soda or ~ter. Students who pay
CAMPOSECO CONTRIBUTED TO THIS REPORT
endured the higher prices at uni- with their UCF ID card save .
versity vendors because of con- another 5 cents.
venience, though he prefers shopOn-cam.pus prices for school
ping at off-cam.pus grocery stores supplies generally were more
for his meals.
competitive with off-campus
He says that he has een prices. At the UCF OfficePlus, a
· some outrageously overpr·ced campus office supply store, black
items at the campus convenie ce Sharpie markers cost just 98
Store Knigb.tstop.
\
cents,. compared-to $1.49 at a Mail
Don Leland, food service Boxes Etc. store located north of
' director at UCF, bandies opera- canipll§i.
tions at the Marketplace,
Knightstop and Chick-fil-A. He
said there is an · overwhein:µng
demand for more food outlets oncampus. UCF spends more than
$6 million a year on food service ·
facilities for its 40,000 students,
- f~ulty and staff.

·Ma1Jy items are
-availahle for less .
afew blocks away

STONEYBROOKEAST
2900 Northampton Avenue Orlando, Florida· (407)' 737-4100

Dinner for Two Only·$18.95.
lndudes Appetizer, Two Entrees, and Soft Beverages

Appetizers
Bruschetto • Chicken Quesadiilo • Chicken Win~ • Soup or S~lad

Entrees ·
Fettuccini Alfredo with Grilled or Blackened Chicken
Vegetarian Pasto Primavera ·
Chicken Parmesan with Fettuccini
Grilled Jerk/Pork Medallio.ns over Rice Pifof
Grilled Grouper with a Light Lemon Butter Chardonnay Sauce
Greek Salad with Chicken
Medium Pizzo with Two Toppings

We do it all at Stoneybrook!

Graduating soon? Want to Party?
Call for more infom1ation about our Banquet Facility

Just minutes away from UCF off of Alafoya trail
11

I

I

I

I

·'-·

4P dl'

RistorOnte Italiano

UCF 1lraduatlon
..... -"'

SPECIAL!
May 2 &·3.
1 FREE Bottle of Champagne
(group of 6 or more)
Please call for reservations for parties of 6 or more

Friday, May 2
Lunch & Dinne-r 11 :OOam to 10:30pm
Saturday, May 3 ·
Open for Dinner 4:00pm to 10:30pm
(2 miles north o! .ucF on Alafaya Trail)

407-365-4774

·What Knight Is Your Knight?
·2sc Wings 6-7:30 p.m. Mondays!
-Happy Hour
5-8 p.m. Fridays a~d Saturdays!
$1 Domestic Beers and 2for1 Wells

Available positions include:
•Editors
• News Ii lifestyles

Writers
' • Photogronhers

Pool Tables, Dart Boards, and
Full Liquor Bar
·
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TV stereofypes create a false
image, says :FBl agent wannabe
.

.
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"[TV ~hows] hype it up
an:d create larger-than-life personalities that don't exist," he.
said.
But Vliet concedes the FBI
doesn't do much to correct
these myths, either. - _
· "The prestige, the excite- ·
ment, the challenge - it all
comes with being an FBI
agent," he sal.d.
4gents come from varying
backgrounds·, according to
Vliet. Some are lawyers and
some served in t:Q.e military.
· Vliet already has his bachelor's degree in psychology
and is currently working on his
master's in criminal justice..
.
Without the help of any
UCF professors or former FBI
agents, Vliet is paving his own
path. "I've tried _to make ·contacts with the government,"
Vliet said. "I have ·connections
with the DEA -and other immigration unit_s. I just need to
work with the government a little bit."
Vliet hopes to get a job
. witb. the Drug Enforcement
Agency or work with INS as a
special agent in investigations
'after graduation. Within five years, Vliet
expects to apply for the FBI' s
16-week training course, which
train future ag~nts 01{ every-

l'v~ · always

.
been respectful
of police, but I ·
have more respect for
-officers now,
considering
[that] I have a
job in law
enforcement.
.· -MARSHALL VLIET
Graduate student

thing from ethics to firearms.
Yet getting chosen .for the
course is difficult, he said.
B_!Lckground checks can take
up to a year while the bureau
explores a candidate's history
going back 10 or 15 years.
"It's hard just to get selected to take the tests," Vliet said.
"Let's say you pass the ethics
portion, but fail the firearms

portion; _they hold you back,"
he .said.
Vliet said his criminal jus-_
tice classes are not preparing
him well for his future career.
"The classes aren't really
. geared for an FBI profession. There are a lot of courses dealing with the police, and [they
are] more geared for a career
in that field." ·
Last summer Vliet attended a seminar at UCF dealing
with the scientific study of death. He plans on attending a
seminar this summer that will
discuss terrorism.
·
Vliet is motivated by his
studies on serial crimes.
Another book, John Douglas'
"Sometimes the Dragon Wins,"
·about ·killers who were never
convicted, has inspired him to
work harder toward his
desired career.
The author got the title for
his work from a cartoon duel
between a knight and a dragon, with a quote saying,
· "Sometimes the dragon Wins." ·
Vliet said the cartoon implies .
that you can•t catch everyone.
But he is willing to try.
He knows there is a lot of
work ahead, but he is rea.dy for
the challenge. ·
"It's going to take a lot of
.hard work. I've never been one
to quit," he said. "I can't give
up anything."

J oi n

UP .TD 814 Hourly!
82DO·· Sign On Bonus!
·Iall Time -Paid Training
P~rt Time · 4pm · Bpm Saturdays Re,aired
ND.EXPERIENCE NECESSARY/
lull Time Benefits:
Holidays, Personal Bays
Campany Matclllna 4D1K
Business casual attire ··Paid Vacation

Right around the .
corner.from. UCF

Job line · 401·313·1391
.. Orlando, fl 32821i
EOE/DFWP
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Check us out for all
your automotive
performance ·needs! -

407-382-9626
Top Gear
.

.
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Hundreds ol one-of-a-kind pottery pieces were for sale at UCF's annual pottery sale held in front of the Student Union last week.

..

Killei:_test. uutsJanguage studies
.- to use in 'crime' investigation
FROM PAGE
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mind."

Korosy said she is always
looking for ways to get students to use what they are
learning. She · said she would .
rather they master the material than memorize facts on
flashcards .
"When you say anything in
a language,. you 're going ·to
inake a mistake," she said.
Dombrowski ·agreed that
practice is the best way to
learn Spanish. "It's a ·speaking
language," he said, "so you
have to use it in conversation."
Korosy said she u,ses this
type of exam specifiaally to
push her students' iinits. ·
Honors students typic ~ are
highly motivated people who
have wanted to learn all ong,
she said.
·
"Honors students traditiOnally do not like making mistakes, so [this final] is
designed to demonstrate [their
ability] to themselves," she ·
. said.
" At the end of tlie .skit, st11-

8

~
wn
1~000

401-211-1616
~\\

,A\amott

Residence
- Inn
ERIC STEVENSON

I CFF

At the end of the mystery trail, students encountered instructor Alice K~rosy 'red-handed:

dents caught Korosy "red- filmed. of · themselves solving
handed," as she met tbem the crime will be reviewed by
standing in a room with stage Korosy, and will count as the
oral component of the clas_s's
blood covering her hands_.
The tap-es that students ·final exam.

CASCADES 3

-florGI Garden of Winter Park

150/o Discount with UCF
Stu~ent or Faculty ID!

14 YEARS SERVICING THE COMMUNITY
10069 University Blvd.
Orlando, FL 3?817
Phone 407-679-5144
.Fax 407-679-6787
1-800-827-1097
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. 711 N. Alafaya Trail
Orlando, FL 32828
Phone 407-281-7666
Fax 407-281.-8005
1-866-415-9554
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WC1terford Lakes
"A Full Service Florist"
1345 Howell Branch Road
Winter Park, H 32789
Phone 407-629-0050
Fax 407-629-0877 .
1-800-393-0051 ;
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-eopular Software - k~eps- Unwelcome
watch "on PC users·
been piggybacking on KaZaA
led to some consumer backlash.
TeChnically, the Altnet program
When Roger Olney used.the could.be called adware, tracking
KaZaA file-sharing servi'* -to software that users agree to
~ download -a l,ltility for his home
download· as ·part of the End
computer, he_got a rude intro- User License Agreements. But
duction to the slippery world of EULAs are so filled with . legal
spyware. .
jargon that they're largely ·
1
·
•
First, he mistakenly down- unread. ·
Many KaZaA users protest- , '
loaded and installed a file called ·
eblaster.exe:
ed th::tt Brilliant's tactics qualify
"I am aware now after some it as ~spyware, software that
research that eblaster is a pro- monitors users without asking
gram that monitors keystrokes permission. The EULA language
(gulp) _in super stealth mode
5,000 words long and almost
(shiver, double -glllp)," Olney incoherent, they argue. One proeven- developed
wrote to members.of the discus- grammer
sion group alt.privacy.spyware, KaZaA
.
Lite
where he turned for emergency (www.kazaalite.com), which is
KaZaA without Altnet.
help.
But, as group · members
Still, more ·than 60 million
would later inform ltlm, the · us~rs worJdwide have installed
KaZaA Media Desktop program the KaZaA Media Desktop. Most
itself was already monitoring are unaware that their machines
can track their behavior · and
much of Olney's activity.
Unbeknownst to · most · hook into Altnet.
"The masses are being vicusers, Sharman Networks Ltd.'s
timized all the time," says Grey
~ZaA - the world's most pop-ular pqst-Napster file-sharing McKenzie, CEO of SpyCop Inc.
program - has built-in software (www.spycop.com), makers of a
. program that detects spy- and
that spies on its users.
KaZaA- is partnered with adware. "I think.you nowhave to
Brilliant Digital, which makes protect , yourself against these
software that is downloaded and ~. ograms, just like you scan for
invisibly ·installed with KaZaA Virllses."
Spyware and adware are
Media Desktop. .
Also; Brilliant's softWare being increasing'ly used by proautomatically hooks users into grammers to make money. When
yet another network, - Altnet, McKenzie started his company
which can 't rack behavior as wen three years ago,. for example,
· as store and retri~ve targeted SpyCop's database re9ognized
only about 30' commerci!:llly
banner ads ·and pop-ups.
It even seeks to profit from available spyware programs siphoning off processing power mostly monitoring software used
by spouses, pare~ts and corpofrom its customers' computers:
. Last year, the revelation
PLEASE SEE Monitoring oN 28 ·
that Brilliant's· software had
DOUG BIHJELL

TIIE DALLAS MORNING NEWS (KRT)
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Ask
a

doc

My doctor told me I have
vulvodynip,. Can you explain
to me what it is and haw it is
treated?

Vulvodynia is a chroni<;! vulvar discomfort or pain, characterized by burning, stinging, irritation or rawness of the female
genitalia in cases in which there
is no infection or skin disease of
the vulva or vagina causing
these symptoms. Burning sensations are the most common, but
the type and severity of symp. toms are.highly indMdualized.
Paill"may be constant or intermittent, localized or diffuse.
The causes of VUlvOdynia
are-still unknown, but it has
been suggested the following
may be the cause or can be contributing factors leading to this
condition:
,
•An injury _to, or irritation
of, the nerves of the vulva.
•An abnormal response of
different cells in the vulVa to ·
environmental factors (such as
infection or trauma).
•Genetic factors.
•A localized hypersensitivity to candida (yeast).

•Spasms of the muscles
that support the peMc organs.
There is no evidence that
VUJ.vodynia is caused by an
active infection. and it is not a
sexually transmitted disease.
' There is currently no .
"cure" for Vulvodynia.
Treatments are directeq toward
alleviation of symptoms and
may provide some or complete
relief. It is important to remem- .
ber that the cause of vulvodynia
is still unknown and each indi. vidual's symptoms are unique;
no single treatment works all
the-time or is appropriate for
every patient. Some women
respond very well to a particular
treatment, while others respond
pooriy or experience unacceptable side effects. It can ta.Re tiine
to find a treatment or a combination of treatments that will
decrease or provide you with
relief of your pain.
If you are experiencing any
of these symptoms, please call
the Student Health Center at
407-823-2701 and make an
appointment. You may also contact the following organizations
· to·obtain further information or
addresses of local support
groups.

D

on't"just follow the flock. If you're in high school, c.ol.lege, or a
..
young adult in your 20's, send, us your essays or original
artwork about an issue important to you. If selected, we'll publish· it
in our "New Voices" Column· running every Saturday in the
Opinion pages.
'
·

Essay-subrnissions should be about 400 words or fewer and should
include the creator's name, _age, street and e-mai"I addresses and
·
phone .numbers.

E-mail your submissions to newvoices@orlandosen_tinel.com
·
or mail them to:
·
I

New Voices, MP-21 8
Orlando Sentinel 633 N. Orange .Ave.
Orlando, FL 32801

. y

Entrie~ may also be faxed to 407:..420-5286.

Orlando _ ~~

Sentinel ,;,(o~ i

OrlandoSentinel.com~

E-mail your questions to: Askodoc@?moil.ucf.edu·

Monitoring software may
be impossible to uninstall
files that Ad-Aware found," Pyles
said. "It was running like a·dog.
No sooner had I removed all that
rations.
· Today, · alter · expanding stuff and it was like I'd released
Spycop's reach to include the emergency brake on a car. It
adware, ·McKenzie's database just came back to life."
Some monitoring software
encompasses more than 350
programs are almost impossible
monitoring programs.
"It's a .huge indu~try now;''" to unins~all. They may contain
McKenzie said. '~Let's face it. fake uninstallation components
There's big bucks in getting pOO- that trick users into reinstalling,
ple's attention, and poo~le will- rather than deleting them.
"Other times, you'll try to
ingly partake of these pri grams.
Then suddenly they 'notice uninstall and they'll want you to
they're getting pop-ups al\ over take a survey, or they ask you,
their computers when they visit · 'Why, are -you leaving'?"' said
certain Web sites."
Py~es. "Others will try and take
McKenzie's compariy sells you to their Web site. And they'll
SpyCop fQr $49.95, but ·free never completely clean out the
adware/spyware scanners are directories they create: You've
also available. They include Ad- got to do that manually."
Aware by Lavasoft (www.lavaMuch of the modern adware
s9ft.de), which last year won PC and spyware programming is
World magazine's top award for poor quanty, says McKenzie. .
software.
.
"It messes up your computAd-Aware has become an er big time, and who's to know?"
indispepsable tool for many he said. "If people realize that
savvy computer repa.ITers. this kind of stuff is going on,·
Increasingly, users are complain- maybe something will happen."
Perhaps popular spots such
ing about problems directly
atttj.butable to adware and spy.. · as Download.com will some day
become spy- and adware free
ware. ._
· F Lee Pyles, owner of zones, he said. But until conCompyles Computers.in Rowlett, sumers encount~r widespread
Texas, says it has become com- identity theft or machinery prob-·
monplace to find dozens of mon- . lems, .McKenzie holds little hope
itoring software- installations on for reform.
"You'Ve got an epidemic.
machines he repairs. Often,
tl!ese programs run in the back- here," McKenzie said. ~'This kind
ground, invisibly sapping pro- . of prograinming gives an 8-yearold the ability to become a seacessing power. ,
"I had one the other day that · soned hacker. And that's just
liad more than 125 executable scary."

. FROM PAGE 27

Feeling Sad or Blue? ·
Fatigued or Tired All The Tim~?
·Lacking Motivation?
Losing Interest i_
n Activities You Used ·to Enj.oy?
Feeling Less Productive At Work or Home?You may be suffering
frpm the 'medical illness- of Depression.
.
'
.

Dr. Andrew ~utle~ is currently seeking people sho~ing signs
. of depressiqn to participate in a clinical research study.
Qualified participants will receive all study-related medical
care and resea.rch medications .at no cost.
Compensation for time and travel ls availaqle.
If you would like more iriformat·ion about this important
medical "research study, please call us toda'y.
Appointments are avaiLable today.

.

\
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AtJTOMOTIJ'E
. 300 FOR RENT

·JOO ON CAMPvs

;;o EVEN'J'S
600

GREEK LIFE

32; HoMBS ··
- '/OOM1sc
JJO Roo.MMATBs 7;0 TRAVEL
400 SERVICES
800 llEuGION .

3361 Rouse Rd., Suite 115
Orland?, FL 32817 ·

By Phone: (407) 447-4555. By Fax_
: (407) 44 7-4556
By E-mail: classifieds@UCFfuture.oom
In ·Person: University Court, Suite 115 .
(Univ. ·& Rouse behind Hess & Chik~Fil-A)

Cash, Check,
Mastercard, VISA, AMEx·

407-447-4555 ·• ._ dassijied~@VCEfutrire.com·

IIii J HELP WANTED mm HELP WANTED mm HELP WANTED
· Bartenders Wanted. $300 a day
potential. Looking for exciting and
outgoing people. Training provided.
No experience needed. Call
1-800-965-6520 ext 107.

2_Issues (1 week):
$9 per wk
8 Issues (4 ~eeks):
$8 per wk
24 Issues {12 weeks):· $7 per wk
Bolding:
. $1 per wk. large Headline:
· $1 per wk
Charg-es listed above ·include an ad of
up to-five lines, 3.5 characters .per line.
$1/wk for each additional line.

mm HELP WANTED

3 sales people needed to sell roses
dtwn :08, Cowboys, The Why Not,
and more! Thurs, Fri, Sat 1op~2a.
Nice smile, reliable car, at least 18.
$,'10·$30/av per hour. Join our Team!
Call Roses by Renee 407-681-3612

Valet Parking :- Positions starting at
$9 - $12/hr are available tor friendly,
outgoing, motivated people. FT/PT
AM/PM positions available at upsc12le
hotels in the Downtown Orlando and
Disney areas. Call 4Q7-841-7275
Mon-Fri · ~am-5pm or leave voicemail.

Valet Parking Attendants Needed
Immediate openings! Locations
throughout Orlando area, flex
- schedules, FT/PT avail,
tor great pay and great opp call
407-971-9131.

*SOFTBALL PLAYERS*
We're looking for male and _.
' female Waterford Lakes
_ residentt:ompetitive players.
Call Carl at 407.306.8005 or
email him at softball@djcarl.com
- Looking tor excellent players!

****SALES PRO'S WANTED****
. *Up tp $1600 per week
*Inbound Vacation Calls
*700+ Incoming Calls Per Day
*Highest Commission in Town
(1-10 $25 x ,10 $250)
(11-1°6 =.$30 x 16 = $480)
(17-24 = $35 x 24 = $840)
(25+ $40 x 25 $1000)
*Day and Evening Shifts Available
*High Energy and Fun Working
Environment
*Flexible part hours avail:
*CALL TODAY!! 407-323-587~

=

=

=

=

ACCESSTO PC?
Hiring lmmed-i ately ·- Local DTWN
Fitness Clµb is Seeking Honest,
Reliable Individual for Front Desk
· Position! Needed 1.1A-6P '(flex).
Includes Cust Serv, Answering
phones, check-in of clients, assist
with Q&A. C.all 407-617-1788
TeleSolutions is looking-for part time
employees! You must be
dependable, articulate, honest, and
able_to handle production goals. .
Tele,Solutioos is located ·on a bus
line at 436 & Old Cheney Road, near
Hwy 50. Call our Hiring Hot Line:
407-581-37n ext 137

$250+ per week Part Time
Local Interview
Ms. Anderson
Call 407-249-7998
Christian Pre-School afternoon teachers
needed for:
- Union Park Christian School
10301 East Colonial Dr., Orlando. It you
love children and the Lord please call
407-282-0551 . .
Bartenders needed
1-800~214-TEND · (8363) ·

www.professionalbartending.com

~ow . Hiring

Texans...
or people ·w ho w~nt to be.
Get what you want in a business career. with Steclk n Shake. We seek .
energetic, people-oriented individuals with excellent communication
and leadership .skills to begin successful, rewarding careers as we
exp<µld in the Dallas-Fort Wor_th ~rea.

MANAGEMENT
.
DEVELOPMENT PROGRAM
.You will have the opportunity to advance at, an accelerated pace
based upon the track record that you -build. Training ' will be
conducted in Orlando, immediately followed by relocation to DallasFort Worth. We offer competitive sa.Jaries, bonuses, profit sharing, .
~mployee stock-purchase plan, 401(k), paid vacation, health/life
insurance, comprehensive training, 5 day work weeks, and much ·
more!
·
·

Steak ·n Shake-join us ~t the top, Please forward your resume to:
Steak n Shake, Attn: HllllUU1 Resources Manager, 455 Dougla:s Ave,
Suite 1755, Altamonte Springs, H.. 32714. Fax: ,407-788-9250 or call
800-95-SHAKE. NYSE syrobol SNS. We are an equal opportunity
employer committ~d to a diverse workforce. .

·

YMCA Camp McConnell seeking
Summer Resident Camp Staff. Summer
contracts of 5-10 weeks avail.
Applicants must be able to live on camp
for summer. Several Positions ·ottered.
Safaries + meals, housing
Call 800-232-9622
CAMP TAKAJO tor Boys, Naples,
Maine, TRIPP LAKE CAMP for Girls,
Poland, Maine. Noted for picturesque
lakefront locations and exceptional
facilities. Mid-June thru mid-August.
Over 100 counselor positions in tennis,
· baseball, basketball, soccer, lacrosse,
golf, flag football , roller hockey, field
hockey, swimming, sailing , water skiing,
gymnastics, dan-ce, horseback riding ,
.archery, weight training, newspaper,
photography, video, woodworking,
ceramics/pottery, ((rafts, tine arts, silver
jewelry, copper enamel,, nature study,
radio/electronics, t.heater, costumer,
. piano accompanist, music ·
instrumentalist, backpacking, rock _
climbing, canoeing/kayaking, ropes '
course, secretarial, .nanny. Call Takajo
at 800-250-8252. Call Tripp Lake at
800-997-4347. Submit application
on-line at www.takajo.com or
www.tripplakecamp.c_om.

DO YOU WANt A COOL JOB?
Varsity Mark.e ting Group seeks
current college students to work as
PIT reps to sell promotional items
on/around the campus. ·
, Post-graduate opportunities
avail. Motivated 'Reps can earn a
commiss,ion of $200-$800 wkly.
Send your resume to ·
Tikisha@varsitymarketing.com.
TELESALES PIT M-F 5:30-10:30 PM
. make $6-$14/hr easy. Relaxed
environment. Exp. preferred. Leave
message before 5 P.M. otherwise call
407-677-4560 after 5 PM.
Work from home selling quality
vacation pkgs. _All you need i~ high
speed internet access, live within
local calling distance from ·ucF arid
'.
PC Windows. Very ·comp.
commissions and bonu.s es + paid
training. Fax .-esume to 407-669-1768
or e-mail
ett-etourandtravel.com
or call 40-7-658-8285 x 15.

SUMMER JOBS!!
*SEVEN-WEEKS
*$2100
'
*ROOM AND BOARD INCLUDED
*CO-ED CAMP
GET PAID TO PLAY!!
The Florida Elks Youth Camp (FEYC)
needs male and fem.ale. Summer
Camp Counselors ages 18 and up.
FE;YC is an overnight camp located
off of highway 450 in Umatilla,
Florida. The camp runs from June
. 9-July 26. Please contact Krys
Ragland at 1-800-523-1673 ext 251
·
or 352-669-9443 ext 251.
ENTERPRISE
Seeking success oriented individuals
to fill Entry-level '
Sales/Marketing/Management
positions in the Central Florida ·area.
4 year College degree with good
driving record is req. Sales and
customer service exp. a plus. Fax
re.sume to: 407-6W·1744 EOE

a

Photographer Assistants Needed
Bob Knight Photo is currently hiring_ pjt
Photographer assistants for local
graduations. $35 per event. Must own a
business suit, and have·a conservative
appearance. Mandatory training on April
24th @ 5:30pm. All applicants must be
.available to work PIT April • June.
Check out our \Neb site
www.bobknightphoto.com
Qualified applicants call Rick @
.
407-328-9574 -

..Swimming Instructors Needed.
$20/hour and up. Set your own
schedule. Must be certified. Call Sharon
@ 407-679-42~9 or visit us online @
www.swim2u.com.

-+::aer
Magazines
;~idn

***Internet Mar!<eting*** ·
Full time or Part time. Commission
and bonuses. Serious people only call
888-701-9209.

Nationwide Campaign
The HealthCare Crisis Means
Opportunity for Y.OU.
Uncapped Commissions & Bonuses.'
Company-wide Revenue Sharing. _
Call Now! 407-786-8119

CIVIL ENGINEERING PAID
INTERNSHIP!
Asst Project Manager - Kimm ins
Contracting - A Tampa Underground
Utilities/Site Development Contractor.
Contact J. Lyons @ 813~48-3878 ,
·
. JLyo.ns@kimmins.com
Telephone Pros. State of the art new ·
call center. HUGE commissions, with
. benefits. -0.e t in on ground level. Fresh
· leads and lists. FT/PT, spanish a _+.
Earn $600-$1000 weekly for fT. Great
career opportunity~ 407-937-0108
x 205.
'
***MODELS NEEDED***
No Experience Necessary!
Work From Home!
GET PAID NOW!
407-325-8136

$250

a- day potential/Bartending
-Training Provided. ·
1-800-293-3985 ext f?.02

Full Time Cashier/Greeter Needed for
Carwash. Please Apply @ location ·
(Shammy Island on 50 across from Chili's) 0r call 407-207-1294. Must work
weekends!

/
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IIliiJ HELP WANTED IIliiJ HEEP WANTED fl
Restaurant

Think of US as

funding

for your

tverything you want to do these days costs money. We can help. We're looking for
p ~ rt-time Cooks, .Dishwashers, Hqsts', "Servers, Cashiers/Retail Sales and Night
Janitorial who are civailable to work weekend hours. You'll get to work with great
. people, anff be able to take advantage of:
. _ .
.
·

Stop by: 6699 S. Semoran Blvd,, Airport
Off SemoraR Blvd. [Sr 436) & Butler'National Dr.
Dr_Call ! [40?) 240-0103
.

.· ~
Old Cotmlry Sime

Where the best do better.

5-day & 6-day sessions.
2<t-hour positions working with
disadvantaged youth. Florida Sheriffs
Youth Camp,
Call (386) 749-9999.t*EOE/DFWP*

SPEAKERS AND ·TRAINERS
N.EEDED!!
Call Ms Baryla ~21-269-3305.

~ Get Paid for Working Out.
Build your body and your bank account.
franchise, Two Men and a Truck
is looking for both FT and PT team
members to move residential and
commercial cus_tomers. Must be neat in
appearance, have clean driving record,
• r
strong work ethic, and {!Xcellent
customer service skills. We offer
excellent wages + tips, and bonuses.
Talk to_us about our "Stay The
Summer'' incentive program. Lift the
pho_ne and call us today! 407-852-092~
We are located west of the airport at
2907 McCoy Rd, between Conway
and Orange Ave.

-

EOE

*AQUATIC WEED FIELD TECH
NEEDED!*
GROUND FLOOR OPPORTUNITY!!!·
GROW WITH THE COMPANY!!!
Locally ·based Lake Mgmt. Company is
seeking employees to fill the needs· of a
rapidly growing business. A basib
understanding of aquatic plants i
.
imp_ortant.
Nb-experience is necessary. Enjoy a
relaxed working atmosphere.
APPLICANTS SHOULD FEEL
COMFORTABLE ·
OPERATING ATV'S AND BOATS, .
Rlease send resume to:
AQUATIC MANAGEMENT
· - STRATEGIES INC . . .
21 O N. Goldenrod Road, S1::iite .15
.· Orlando, Fl. 32807 ·
ph: 407-207-5959

Bartender Trainees Needed.
*** $250 a day potential! ***~
Local Positions. ·
.1-800-293-3985 ext 100

NANNY NEEDED!!
Energetic ·and fun nanny ·needed to
care for 5, 8, and 11 yr. olds at our
Longwood home. Must be able·to ~eep
household running and be active with
- children. Mon-Fri 1·-7 p.m. More hours
·· in the summer. Email
resume/qualifications @
clears4@aol.com.

Great Summer Camp Jobs! '..
Girl $cout camp located in Orange
Springs hiring counselors; lifeguards
and equestrian staff for 8-w-eek resident
camp. Positions available from 5/27 to
7/28. Salary+ meals and hou9ing. ·
Call (800) 347-2688 or email
kkeene@girlscouts-gatew~y. org. EOE.

500 watt Dolby Digital Hometheatre
w/wai-ranty. Incl. 5 speakers.and
stands,; Digita,I Remote Control; DVD
Player. Original boxes; i_nstructions
and receipts. Will sell together or
separate. Call Sam at 407-709-5098
for prices.

/ Company looking for student who has expertise is search engines,
analysis, and-placement. Off campus
consulting·project. Compensation
neg. E-mail admin@dormkit.com._

Living room set includes sleeper couch,
full couch, coffee table, and end table.
Good conditiol']. $300 negotiable. Call
Jackie @ 407-461-6455.

M.ARKET RESEARCH
TELEPHONE INTERVIEWER
Permanent PfJ positions at
Winter Park office. Mostly evening
hours 5-9 pm. Occ. 9. am - 1 pm.
About 16-20hrsJwk. Flexible
scheduling. $7 - $7.50/hr:. to start. _
NEVER SALES/Research Only. Call
Donna at 407-671-7143.

Good furniture for cheap· price,
Black leather sofa $220, 2 beds $150
. each, 2 chests for $20 each, coffee
table w/ two end tables $40. for all,
small dining table w/ four chairs $30 for
all, brand new microwave $35. Prices
are negotiable. 407-737-9304. ·

Moving Sale!

1 Local

P"fperson needed imm·ediately to work
wit!'l a naturolpathic doctor. Computer
·and writing skills necessary. Duties may
vary. Call Lisa at 407-897-3435.

Less than 15 mins from UCF. Only
$400 1/3 util: Incl. cable, w/d, high
speed internet. Must be non-smoker.
.
Call 407-247-6152

ALL SONY ENTERTAINMENT
SALE

www.crackerbarrel.com

COUNSELORS
(SUMMER CAMP)

'Room avail ASAP in 3/2 Home!

Must S~ll!!! Living Room and Bedroom
Set. (Together or separate). Call Kristen
at 407-341-3464 for inf<:i."

Interviewing M?nday - Friday 9:30 a.m ..- 6:30 p.m.
Saturday 10:00 a.m. --2:00 p.m.

TCBYTreats
Help wanted PIT '& FIT. Flexible
Hours.
1945 Aloma Ave, Winter·Park.
Call: 407-6-71-2888
PENSKE
This entry-level position is a fast
track to gr~ater responsibility in
either SALES and/or OPERATIONS.
The ideal candidate must have
excellent communication skills,
1
professional appearance and
· possess the ability to work
effectively with numbers and detail.
We are looking for confident
individuals with strong potential
customers. Excellent position for
Seniors in coHege looking for job
experience with possibility of going
full-time.
For immediate consideration, please
· _forward your resume with salary
history. Equal Opportunity Employer.
·PENSKE
.
"We'll take you where you want to
go." www.pensketruckleasing.com ·
_Contact: John.Canfield@Penske.com
Penske.Truck Leasing .
2177 West Landstreet Road
Orlando, Fl 32809
ph: 407-857-4083
fax: 407-857-1366
Assistant Needed: Female in Wheel
Cbair needs assistance for daily living
1;\Ctivities. Various Hpurs & Good Pay.
. Must be very dependable, some Jight
lifting r~quired. Call Karyn @
·
407-835-8190.

lnbqund Vacation -Sales
$$Pho!les Ringing Off Hook$$
Guaranteed hrly/commlbonuses
Offic~ Near .UCF. Call 407-260-1_184.

WORKERS NEEDED
Assemble crafts, wood 'items. Materials
. provided. To $480+ wk:
Free information pkg. 24 hr.
801-428-4747

fl

FOR SALE

45-Gallon Flat-Back Hex-Front Salt
. Water Fish Tank. Includes Black
wooden canopy & black stand. Also
comes with wet-dry pump. Asking
$275/obo. Call Toryi 954-993-3387

MUST GO!! GREAT DE;AL!!
Matching light wood bedroom set incl.
full size headboard, armoire, large 6
· drawer dresser
w/mirror and computer desk.
EVERYTHING for $375/obo!
Awesome dining room set less than 1
yr. old, great cond.! Beautiful Bakerfs
rack, table and 4 chairs themed with
black iron. All for just $175/obo! Call
Fallan @ 407-384-9814 or email
Falaxi1@hotmail.com.

m!J AUTOMOTIVE
!! DO NOT PAY DEALER
RATES!!
Attention all UCF Acura, Honda, Import
and domestic owners! Need quality
auto repair/maintenance ; etc? Don't
delay, call
THE AUTO GENERAL 407-399-7514.
ASE certified* and beats most
,.. · independent shop rates!
1995 Isuzu Rodeo For Sale
.
Only 57,000 miles.
Sun Roof, New Tires, Dark Green
In Great Condition! Only $5800/obo
407-649-8868

Room avail. for Female in Northgate
Lakes; across from UCF. Fully furn.
4bd/4bth, all util. incl. $399/mo. 5/f/03
to 8/4/03 w/ option of renting for"next
~ar: Call Kristina@ 941-685-3457.

NEW HOMES FOR RENT
4bd/2bth new homes in UCF area for
rent $1095 to $1295. Call
· 407-629-6330..or wWw.ORLRent.com·
to view our rentals. RE/MAX 200
.- Realty:
NS wanted for room in 3bd/2bth
NEW HOME. Only $400 + 1/2 util.
Only 5 mins from UCF in Regency
Park. Pool, computer, Cable; phone,
nice furniture. Call 407-207-6320
House for Rent
Beautiful Waterford lakes home. 4
_ bd/ 3ba with pool and 3 car garage.
Available Immediately. $1500/mo.
Contact Ramon @321-377-5803.
Waterford/UCF Area - Newer 3/2 or 4/2
homes over looking private wooded
area. 2-car garage. All the upgrades
with comm. pool! From $1,290.
Super nice! 407-833-0063.
.Mature Male or Female Roommate
wanted to share 212 apartment in
Waterford Lakes for summer term
(June 1 -Aug 31). W/D in unit, pool.
Only $450/mo + 1/2 util.
Call Ann Marie 407-207-8941
Private bed and bath on 2nd floor of 3/2
home: Garage parking. No smoking. 5
min. from UCF. All util. & fastest internet
incl. $375/mnth. Female only.
Call 407-977-6750.
Miss Living At Home?
Rent One!!
Huge 3 and 4 bd. homes near UCF.
Call for details; 407~521-8248.
Durek Real Estate Investments.
ROOM AVAIL BY UCF. $400 INCL.
ALL UTIL: FURNISHED WITH BED.
HOUSE HAS WASHER, DRYER,
, POOL TABLE, BIG SCREEN TV.
ACCESS TO POOL Ati!D
VOLLEYBALL COURT.' FEMALES
- ONLY. CALL 407-468-3161.

TWO ROOMS AVAiL FOR .
SUBLEASE-

Room for rent in 4bd/4ba apart~ent
·iri Pegasus Landing. Available MayJuly. $400/mnth obo. Call Andrew @
407-362-3194.

UF Summer Condo Rental!! ·
· Countryside at the University- ri~west
student" condo in Gainesville. Nice poolside 4bc:IJ'.4ba unit: Furnished common
· areas. Close to campus with shuttle
.stop. Rooms available now - Aug. 1"5th
@,$350 ea.Imo (incl. basic util.). Call
Rob @ 407-729-5267 . .

Apartment for Rent At Pegasus
' PQinte. Only $375/mo, inclu all util!
Lease is May 1 to July 31. ~ID, pool,
. gym, UCF shuttle, cable & DSL inclu.- ·
Call 407-926-5687
*Summer Lease ASAP*
The Gatherings Apts.
5 mins from UCF. Unfurnished.-All .
util. incl. $41.5/mnth. Call Tina
561-926-2020 or Tinabel7@aol.com

Im
Sublease in Northgate Lakes Apt. avail.
asap. 4 bed/~ bath. All util. incl_.
$300/mnth. Call Sarah at 850-543-3352
or e-mail Skloyd@aol.coni.

1997 Saturn SC-1
Dark Blue coupe in Excellent Condition!
·
Near Campµs!"'
· ·
Auto" NC, CC, 1ilt, 66k
Only $0;5001 Call 407-366-4153

FoRRENT

!!Great subleas~ available!!
Pegasus Pointe. ONLY $425/mo OBO.
• Fully furnished! All utiliti'es included.
Call Ramsey "Richf!lond 407-926-5485.

1·& 2 bedroom floor plans
• Two· Months Free Rent for
Immediate Move~in!
• Summer Wait List Specials
(June, July & August)
• Mention this ad and we'll
waive your application fee

4bd/4bth @ Pe_ga:sus Landing .. Free,
UCF shuttle. Fully furnished. All utiL
incl. HUGE; bed/bath with W/D. Cable
+HBO. 3 .pools and more. $480 each
room. Call Lauren @ 407-362-4922 and
321-277-7890. .

m

FoRRENT

+

2001 'Town a:nd Country Chrysler Van.
Excellent cond./all. electric w/alarm.
Extended warranty-70,000 miles.
CD/cassette/radio-:- $13,500.
407-421-6265 or 407-359-9297. ·

1993-Nissan 300z~ -Pearl )l\lhite,
. T-Tops, Auto, Leather, 0-d_isc Cd,
original owner & well maintained, must ' see to appreciate! 147k miles.
$890Q/obq 407-924-1508 ·

m

FoRRENT

High Caffeine Coffee! .
Get the edge! THE coffee for Finals,
Midterms, t~sts, reports. Z-COFFEE
Corporation. To order:
WWW.Z-COFFEE.COM"or
1-800-828-4064·

Matching Beige Love Seat and Couch .
Excellent Condition. Will sell together or
separate for $100/obo. Office Desk and
File Cabinet. $50/obo. Gair Kevin at
. ,,.- 407-340-2384.

• Flexible scheduling
• A 401 (k) savings plan

m

ROCKET FtJEL COFFEE

For Sale: Dining Room Table w/ 4
Chairs, Sofa, Two Chairs, Two End
,Tables: Coffee Table, Queen Bed (Head
Board, Mattress & Box Spring), Dresser
w/ Mirror, Bed StaAds Just $700!
C,orner Comptiter Desk w/ hutch & book
shelf only $150! Must pick up Monday
May5.
.
Call 407-671-2065

social life.
• Up to 3 raises in your first year
• Paid vacation
• Ad_vancem.ent opportunities

FOR SALE

2 rooms for rent in 4/2 hoi:Jse ·by Lake
· Howell HS, 15 min from UCF$475/month-inclds ren!_pwr Wtr cbl
phone DSL intmt lawn serv. Avail
5/1/03. House furn , bdrms not. Females
only. NO PETS. Jennifer-(h)
407-677-4782(c)407-923-1484

.

~

One bedroom avail. for the summer!
$385/mnth. Unive[sity Town Ho~ses . .
Furnished, free cable, and high speed
internet.
·
. Call Carl @ 407-375-7067.
Fei:nale roommates wanted. For 413
house close to UCF. Non-smoker and
no pets. $500/mo~ utilities, internet-&
· cable included. Call Angie .
407-366-4035 or 954-494-8659

'

HOMES

ROOMS FOA RENT IN HOME'
. 3 M/F wa~ted for HUG.E 6 BR/4 Bth •
house in Waterford Lks East, fully
furnished w/ empty rooms, hi-speed
internet, walk-in closets, gated
comm., on .a lake, rent equal to an
apt., Best bank for Buck at UCF!!
call Tony @ 407-701-8669

I35ol;MOMMUU
M/F wanted for-furnished BDRM in
new 3 bdrm home on lake, gated
comm, 6 mins from UCF, $475/mo
in_c lu util, nls, no pets, sec sys, pool
& tennis. Call 407-482-3202 or
239-461-5101 or 239-633-9400.
Room in beautiful ·HOME, secluded,
quiet, car port, kitchen privileges,
$325/mo. Security $100. Quiet for
study, 5 mins from UCF.
407-673-()715 (leave mes5ag~) or
cell: 407-948-2649.
2 ROOMMATES WANTED! M/F, NONSMOKER. 3BD/2BTH HOUSE.10 MIN.
.
FROM UCF. FURN. ROOMS
OPTIONAL. EVERYTHING INCL. IN
RENT. $450/MNTH. STEFF @
407-971-9245.
M looking for M/F roommate
1~ min UCF/ 5 min Valencia
$350/mo + 1/2 util. Unfmshd bdrm .
1yr lease. Jul. or Aug. move-in.
Call Dave· @ 321-235-8731 or ·
E-mail @ radzo69@yahoo.com.
Gra~. student looking for room to
rent in house close to UCF w/garage
to store new vehicle. Very clean,
quiet & responsible. Call Sam at
(407) 709-5098.

M looking for a M roommate ..1 mile
from UCF. $400/mo. No deposit. Incl.
EVERYTHING~ Unfurnished. Just
remodeled every room· in ·house.
Access to pool. Tony 407-484-6744.
Roommate Needed! 4bd/2bth, priv.
pool, hOt tub, pool table, Satellite TV,
High Speed lnterneti"' every room.
4 miles from UCF: $400 + 1/3 util.
407-694-8369....
.
Female Roommate Wanted in New
3/2 Home. 5-10 mins from UCF. Secur
Sys, W/D, new.safe neighborhoad.
Must be clean, N/S, no pets. Only
$45.0 /mo. Call 407-432-2326

lrJE

SERVICES

Perform Better! School, Sports
or Sex! Help for YOU!
llnlock your talents and potentials
NATURALLY. Private Sessions.
www.hypnodean.com or 407 851 0945
Herbal life Independent Distributor.
LOSE WEIGHT NOW!
·Ask me how? 1
clbjh_
bl@yahoo.com or 407-921-0738.

-~
Resumes Cover Letters
$29.95 each or $49.95 for both.
written by H~ pro. No form letters.
Call 407-268-4734 or email:
'
resumeservices@cfl.rr.com
How do 'you remember your friends?
With pictures? Graduation Is
- coming soon. Get pro results,
.
without the cost. Visit:
www.BlueEyesPhotography.com

. Brian

Battles Joe
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he Student Union

Pick up an applica
APPLICATION DEADLINE: MAY

~

9,

2003 • INTERVIEWS: MAY 20 - 21, 2003

FORGET THE
FATBURG·E R·
·•

Crispers has been .a central Florida
sensation for over 14 years, now in""I
Orlando with new locations opening
1
all the time. Know why folks like us .
so much? Because we're the
delicious, quick alternative to ·
fast food. All our gourmet.salads,'
I
-·
tempting SOUpS,and StaCked sandwich~S (on all kinds of special
breads) are made fresh every
• single day.

Rein.ember the guy
on "Seinfeld" '1Vho never · '.
·g ave soup to anybody?
Well, he doesp.'t work at Crispers. We'll give you soup f~r FREE... ju~t show us
your valid UCF student ID card. Purchase ~ny garden-fr~sh gourmet salad,
or hearty .s tacked sandwich, and you'll receive a FREE 12-ounce c~p of our ·
soap.. There are a dozen kinds to choose.· from! . ·
-.
inc-redible fresh-made
..
~

-

And our desserts are absolutely
outrageous ... creamy cheesecakes,
. - rich layer cakes, cookies, and
brownies. ~e sure to try a sundae
or _/milkshake made with
delicious .
.
Publix Premium ice cream.

)

tf·you have a current: UCF student card,
ther~s FREE SOUP
for you!
·
.
~

'

.

You won't find food like this
at that burger joint! ·

...

'

Free soup with mail') dish purchas·e and UCF student car-el offer good
April 24. - May 7. Limit one per customer per visit, please.
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SEMORAN BLVD .

..

UCF

Bookstore
Your On-can11lus Store
· #

"No One Pays More"
. .www.ucf.bkstore.com
·,

4000 Centra·I Florida Blvd. Orlando, Fl 32816 Phone (407) 823-2665Monday-Thursday 8:00am-7:00pm Friday 8:00am-5:00pm Saturday 10:00am-2:90pm
. Summer Hours Monday-Frid.ay 8:00am-5:00pm

